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Social media-based activities, such as blogging or tweeting, have recently been integrated 
into the higher education system and become a part of writing, communication, and composition 
classes. Numerous studies describe teaching practices that involve the use of social media in the 
aforementioned classes. As a contribution to the previously conducted research, this study 
explores comprehensively the experiences of professors who utilize social media as a part of 
classroom activities in FYC/Advanced Composition. To compile and compare the experiences of 
composition teachers, I collected narratives that included participants’ reflection on the process 
of learning about social media. My work included interviewing each participant via Zoom and 
analyzing the collected material. The main limitation of the study has been a small number of 
participants that did not allow generalizing information about compositionists’ 
experiences. Despite the given limitations, the results of the study are expected to be a valuable 
source of information and inspiration for writing instructors who want to incorporate social 
media in the classroom. The study introduces social media-based activities and scholarly sources 
that participants proved to be helpful, provides practical recommendations on addressing 
students’ challenges, and demonstrates the value of educational networks and collaboration in 
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The emergence of new technologies is making us reconsider a definition of literacy and, 
thus, creates new requirements for both learners and educators. According to K. Yancey (2004), 
composition instructors are witnessing the time when literacy “is in the midst of a tectonic 
change” (p. 298). This claim appears to be quite valid and accurate these days, given the 
significant impact of new technologies on people’s writing habits and their perceptions of 
literacy. Considering various means of communication that people have today, it seems 
appropriate to speak about the terms multimodality and multimodal literacies. Incorporating 
digital technologies in the writing classroom is obviously supposed to help students develop their 
multimodal literacy – “awareness and effective use of this range of modalities” (Oxford 
Reference, n.d.). That is why compositionists express a strong interest in using new technologies 
and, in particular, social media in their classes. Working on various online platforms, such as 
Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram, appears to be a good technique for developing multimodal 
literacies among students.  
Overall, multiple studies illustrate that applying social media in the composition 
classroom has positive effects on students’ learning outcomes and helps them to develop an 
ability to reflect critically on their writing, awareness of their online audiences, and an ability to 
transfer their knowledge according to the writing context. In their research, educators also 
mention feedback that students provide to them at the end of the course, and they talk about 
students’ attitudes about social media. For instance, R. Shepherd (2015) notices that despite 
achieving the desired learning goals in the class, his students seemed reluctant to recognize the 
connection between an interaction on Facebook and writing for composition classes (p. 91). 
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Speaking further, S. Gilkeson (2015) has mentioned the remark of a student who defined Twitter 
as “stupid” and a “waste of time” which turned to be a challenge for the teacher in the beginning. 
 Even though most studies indicate that students are quite positive about social media, 
there are still exceptions that teachers take into consideration. As for writing instructors, we 
might assume that they experience numerous challenges by themselves too when learning about 
social media. However, scholars tend not to include their own reflection on the process of 
inquiry in their work and speak more about concrete social media-based activities that they 
incorporate in their classes. At the same time, J. Palmeri (2012) suggests teachers recognize the 
power of composition’s “multimodal heritage” and “look to the past…to design unique, 
multimodal pedagogies in their own local contexts” (p. 19). In other words, there is a need to 
conduct in-depth research on compositionists’ experiences. If we investigate how teachers learn 
about social media, it can help us to reconsider the history of composition practices and create a 
source of inspiration for writing instructors who face challenges related to digital technologies.  
Problem Statement 
Although writing instructors mention their attitudes about social media in their research, 
no study comprehensively describes the process of inquiry that teachers experience when 
learning about new technologies. This illustrates a gap in the present-day research about social 
media in composition classes. Therefore, we can speak about exigency in collecting data that 
would describe compositionists’ experiences and allow us to see what the process of learning 
about social media might look like for them.  
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Purpose of Study 
Given the stated problem, the purpose of this paper was to explore how composition 
instructors learn about social media before they incorporate it in the classroom. As a contribution 
to the previously conducted research, the present study also investigated compositionists’ stance 
on their teaching practices that include the use of social media.  
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Chapter One: Literature Review 
Defining social media  
Social media applications have been integrated into our lives to the extent that their 
omnipresence has become a new normal to us (Stewart, 2015; Punday, 2015; Quesenberry et al., 
2014; Jones, 2015). Given the strong impact that it has had on how people write and 
communicate (National Council of Teachers of English, 2005), in the recent decade, educators 
have begun using social media in the classroom to promote new literacies among students at 
schools, colleges, and universities (Poore 2016; National Council of Teachers of English, 2007). 
Even though this appears to be a debatable topic among teachers and scholars (Ricoy & Feliz, 
2016; Hickerson& Kothari, 2016), research shows that social media-based activities, indeed, can 
be a valuable pedagogical tool (Stewart, 2015; Dhir et al., 2013; Quesenberry et al., 2014; 
Shepherd, 2015; Head, 2016; Vie, 2008; Amicucci, 2017; Mina, 2017) and an effective way to 
help students develop “twenty-first-century skills” (National Council of Teachers of English, 
2007; Selfe, 1999). While social media exercises appear to be applicable for different disciplines 
at school, this research study will address the use of social media within the writing and 
composition field.   
Among various features of social media, scholars often emphasize interactivity and 
collaboration (Hickerson& Kothari, 2016; Rodriguez, 2011). J. Manning (2014) states that social 
media usually “involve interactive participation…[and they] are never completely passive” (p.  
1158). These attributes make social media an effective tool for encouraging active participation 
within the classroom, and, therefore, educators find these digital tools quite applicable (Ricoy & 
Feliz, 2016; Richardson, 2010). Speaking further about various interpretations of social media, 
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M. Poore (2016) defines it as “forms of digital technology that allow us to communicate and 
share information or ‘content’ with each other using the internet” (p. 3). Given a variety of 
definitions of social media, most of them include at least one of the elements mentioned above – 
interactivity, collaboration, and/or communication - that also comes along with distribution and 
sharing (Poore, 2016; Robbins & Singer, 2014, qtd. in Stewart, 2015). Jenkins et al. (2006) 
consider social media networks a form of participatory culture that enables people to work in 
collaboration and share their ideas for a common purpose (p. 3). Thus, we might assume that one 
of the reasons for incorporating social media in education is an opportunity to create a space for 
students' collaboration to cultivate engagement and participation (Szabady et al., n.d.; Stewart, 
2015; Quesenberry et al., 2014; Sylvester & Greenidge, 2009; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010).   
Despite sharing the same characteristics, social media websites and applications can be 
classified by their functions. According to Kaplan and Haenlein (2010), the ever-evolving nature 
of social media makes it difficult to divide them into groups (p. 61). Nevertheless, there have 
been attempts to place social media platforms into specific categories. For example, Foreman 
(2017) distinguishes ten types of social media, namely: social media networks, media sharing 
networks, discussion forums, bookmarking and content curation networks, consumer review 
networks, blogging and publishing networks, interest-based networks, social shopping networks, 
sharing economy networks, and anonymous social networks. At the same time, Storm (2020) 
suggests a smaller and more general classification with five types of social media platforms: 
social networks, media sharing networks, social blogging networks, discussion networks, and 
review networks. Notably, the difference between social media classifications is based not only 
on the number of categories but on key features of specific social media as well. For example, 
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YouTube may be labeled as a media sharing (Foreman, 2017) or video-hosting (Biteable, 2021) 
platform, and Pinterest can be related to media sharing (Storm, 2020) and bookmarking 
(Foreman, 2017) networks. Despite these slight fluctuations in social media classifications, we 
still might notice that overall, most of them look alike and include similar categories. As 
mentioned before, a struggle to fit all of them into certain categories seems to be reasonable 
considering the endless features of social media platforms and the fact that they change rapidly 
(Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). Nevertheless, such ambiguity does not seem to be an issue. Coming 
back to interpretations of social media, Poore (2016) advises us not to be worried about their 
‘definitional openness,’ emphasizing that the actual practical knowledge of social media and the 
awareness of “what is going on online” are more important for educators than mere definitions 
(p. 4). 
Social media and multiliteracies 
Defined as forms of electronic communication (Merriam-Webster, n.d.), social media 
appear to be a good fit for the sphere of Liberal Arts that “are concerned with human modes of 
expression” (Moore, 2012, p. 265). Many educators focus on the practical use of social media 
within the Liberal Arts classroom, and, in particular, in the fields of rhetoric, writing, and 
composition (Head, 2016; Shepherd, 2017; Mina, 2017). It is notable, however, that scholars also 
speak about the educational value of social media with no relation to a specific field or discipline 
(Richardson, 2010; Poore, 2016). In other words, social media might be seen as both a versatile 
pedagogical tool and a platform for developing skills related to writing and composition.  
Despite controversial perceptions of social media (Turkle, 2016), many research studies 
indicate that the use of various digital tools – including social media – mostly has a positive 
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impact on students’ learning outcomes (Stewart, 2015). Oftentimes, educators mention that 
incorporating digital platforms in the classroom enhances students’ collaborative skills, fosters 
their engagement with the school material, and develops critical thinking skills (Amicucci, 2017; 
Fife, 2010; Quesenberry et al., 2014; Poore, 2016; Mina, 2017). Speaking about “skills that are 
commonly taught in composition classroom” (Shepherd, 2015, p. 91), scholars often point out 
that social media-based activities can foster audience awareness, ability to reflect critically on 
their writing, and an ability to transfer their knowledge according to the writing context 
(Amucucci, 2017; Yancey & Huot, 1999). Examples of social media-based activities that 
compositionists apply in their practice vary from analysis of social media posts to their 
production. Since the present study aims to investigate teaching practices within the composition 
field, it seems important to further focus on the implications of social media-based activities that 
compositionists mention in their research studies.   
Facebook appears to be one of the most popular social media platforms that educators use 
for composition classes (Head, 2016, p. 28). Founded in 2004 (Hall, 2021), it remains one of the 
most widely used social media platforms in the world (Pew Research Center, 2019). Poore 
(2016) states that “Facebook has enabled a traditional version of the public sphere to migrate 
onto the Internet” and it is, “therefore more than simply a tool or a hangout” (p. 271). If we think 
about Vygotsky’s theory of social constructivism that says that “knowledge is co-constructed in 
a social environment” (Crurcher et al., 2014), then immersing students into the public sphere in a 
digital mode might be considered beneficial since it will provide them with multiple interactions. 
Besides, there is another feature of Facebook that makes this platform appealing as a pedagogical 
tool - transparency policy. Since users are prohibited from creating false identities (Hall, 2021), 
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Facebook is seen as a platform where most people “reflect online their genuine identities” 
(Poore, 2016), which is therefore supposed to lead to authentic communication. “Since Facebook 
profiles are representations of the self,” compositionists incorporate this digital platform in the 
classroom to teach students about rhetorical choices, audience awareness and establishing their 
voices as writers (Amicucci, 2017; Head, 2016; Fife, 2010; Vie, 2008; Buck, 2015). To achieve 
these goals, instructors use various approaches to design social media-based activities. Some 
scholars mention that they ask students to analyze social media posts (Buck, 2015; Fife, 2010; 
Head, 2016; Tryon, 2006; Miller, Gilkeson, and Pignotti, 2015) while others talk about engaging 
students with producing actual posts on Facebook groups and expanding conversation threads 
online by commenting on each other's postings (Buck & Mina, 2019; Wright, 2015). Overall, 
compositionists seem to consider Facebook a helpful pedagogical tool and, thus, educators utilize 
its features to teach multiple literacies to students.   
Another social media platform that scholars frequently incorporate in the classroom is 
Twitter (Miller et al., 2015). Twitter is defined as a microblogging platform that combines 
elements of networking websites and instant messaging (Dhir et al., 2013; Mina, 2017). The 
distinguishing feature of Twitter is the length of messages that should not exceed 280 characters, 
which is twice more than it used to be earlier – 140 characters (Developer, n.d.; Encyclopædia 
Britannica, 2009). From a pedagogical stance, this platform might be seen as a good tool to teach 
students how to “write concisely [and] think quickly” (Wright, 2015, p. 88). It is often claimed 
that Twitter, unlike Facebook, is not designed primarily for creating connections but mostly for 
following the topics of interest (WebTegrity, 2015). Considering this feature, compositionists 
incorporate Twitter-based exercises to foster students’ research and analytical skills (Wright, 
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2015; Rickoy & Feliz, 2016). One of the most popular exercises that scholars mention is doing a 
search on hashtags and analyzing users’ posts (Miller et al., 2015). In their research study, 
Rickoy and Feliz (2016) report that they have incorporated 12 categories of Twitter-related 
activities – from “debate of social media” to “word and letter games on curriculum design” (p. 
240). Incorporating Twitter in the writing classroom, as L. Wright (2015) states, helps students 
develop their voices and style (p. 95). As a journalism professor, the scholar utilizes this platform 
when she gives students an exercise on lead-writing (p. 89). Given that Twitter limits users in a 
number of characters, this platform seems to be a good fit for this kind of activity. Wright (2015) 
also accentuates the broad applicability of this platform, saying that it might be utilized not only 
for journalist classes, but also for political science, history, scriptwriting, and creative writing 
among others (p. 95). Despite the occasional reluctance of students to engage in Twitter-related 
activities (Wright, 2015; Miller et al. 2015), this digital platform is nevertheless proved to help 
students achieve skills related to composition.   
Even though blogs – or weblogs – are put into the category of social media (Lau, 2017; 
Stewart, 2015; Foreman, 2017), sometimes users might raise a question about its status (Jamie et 
al., 2019). A blog might be defined as “a website containing a writer's or group of writers' own 
experiences, observations, opinions, etc., and often having images and links to other websites” 
(Dictionary.com, n.d.). Web-users also might utilize blogs as online diaries or journals that help 
them reflect on their experiences (Jamie et al., 2019; Quesenberry et al., 2014). Taking this 
characteristic into account, scholars state that the use of blogs in the classroom can foster 
reflective and critical writing among students (Cadle, n.d.; Quesenberry et al., 2014), which is 
why teachers might consider the use of blogs in the writing classroom. Besides, Tryon (2006) 
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notes that blogging in class can help students develop their sense of audience because of the 
involvement in a “larger conversation” (p. 130-131). Just like with Facebook and Twitter, 
educators use different approaches to incorporating blogging into the writing classroom. The 
range of blogging activities varies from rhetorical analysis of one’s blog posts (p. 129) to 
facilitating online discussions and creating digital portfolios (Richardson, 2010, p. 40). Apart 
from Writing and First-Year Composition classes, teachers utilize blogs in disciplines related to 
the business sphere, social sciences, and natural and applied sciences (Evans, n.d.; Wright, 2015; 
Davis et al., 2015). This might make us consider a blog as a versatile pedagogical tool that 
promotes active learning and critical thinking among students (Tryon, 2006; Richardson, 2010; 
Amicucci, 2017).   
Just like blogs, wikis share some characteristics of social media and sometimes are called 
“a participatory web” (Crook, 2012, qtd. in Stewart, 2015, p. 483). However, scholars do not 
usually define wiki as a type of social media; they mostly refer to it as a Web.20. technology that 
enables students to “consume, share, and remix data from multiple sources” (Thomson, n.d.; 
Stewart, 2015, p. 483). Used as a space for collaboration (Szabady et al., n.d.), wikis seem to be 
one of the most applicable tools that compositionists utilize in their classes, especially when it 
comes to group projects (Kent State University, n.d.; Lundin, 2008).   
Speaking about other social media platforms, such as Instagram, Snapchat, Pinterest, and 
LinkedIn, we might see that compositionists mention them less frequently in their research, as 
compared to Facebook, Twitter, and blogs (A. Buck & L. Mina, 2019; E. Buck, 2015; Hickerson 
& Kothari, 2016). Nevertheless, some educators provide snippets from their experience about 
utilizing these platforms in the classroom. For example, research shows that Instagram images 
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might be used for analyzing the rhetorical situation (Szabady et al., n.d.; E. Buck, 2015) and 
exercises that help student develop their creative writing skills, such as writing acrostic poems 
(Kurniawan & Kastuhandani, 2016; p. 5). Snapchat, too, does not seem to be commonly used by 
compositionists. Although scholars (A. Buck & L. Mina, 2019; Lynch & Bartel, 2017) 
sometimes consider this application as a pedagogical tool, there seems to be very little 
information about its practical use in composition classes. When speculating on Snapchat’s 
applicability, Lynch and Bartrel (2017) state that equal relationships between image and text in 
this digital platform “have the potential to require sophisticated composition strategies” (p. 91) as 
it makes us think about how to convey meaning in a multimodal environment. In addition to this, 
Shepherd (2015) mentions Snapchat among other social media platforms, suggesting teachers 
encourage students to reflect on their digital writing practices (p. 111). In other words, scholars 
seem to propose using Snapchat as an artifact for analysis in writing classes where students can 
both talk about multimodality and look at their writing style from a different perspective.   
As previously mentioned, Pinterest and LinkedIn also might be used in compositionists’ 
practices. Defined as a media sharing and bookmarking network (Storm, 2020; Foreman, 2017), 
Pinterest allows users to save different pictures on their board. Thus, compositionists mention 
incorporating this platform to teach students about visual rhetoric (Cadle n.d.) or help them 
develop a sense of audience (E. Buck, 2015). Finally, educators include LinkedIn in the list of 
social media networks that might be used in the writing classroom. Since LinkedIn is a platform 
that is designed for job search and professional networking, educators often find it applicable for 
teaching business writing (Evans, n.d.). Scholars also acknowledge LinkedIn as a “practical 
platform for teaching digital literacy, “rhetorical situation” (Evans, n.d., p. 87), “self-
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representation” (p. 91) and building ethos” (Oslund, 2013). This can illustrate the concept of 
writing across the curriculum (Yancey & Huot, 1999) that encourages students to reconsider 
their assumptions about academic writing and see themselves as writers outside the classroom.   
Other social media platforms that scholars might use in their curriculum are Storify 
(Wright, 2015), Tumblr (Cadle n.d., Miller et al., 2015; Stewart, 2015), MySpace (Vie, 2008; 
Maranto & Barton, 2010), Wix, Weebly (Miller et al., 2015), Blogger, WordPress (Stewart, 
2015), Wakelets (A. Buck & Mina, 2019), and Flickr (Richardson, 2010) among others. Given 
that some of these platforms have lost their popularity over the course of time (Chokshi, 2019; 
Moreau, 2020), compositionists seem to incorporate them less frequently than others mentioned 
earlier. Nevertheless, the very fact of including them in the classroom illustrates educators’ 
interests in Web.2.0. technologies and innovative approaches to teaching composition.   
To summarize, social media is seen as an effective pedagogical tool that compositionists 
incorporate into their teaching practices. First, social media is defined as a space for creating and 
sharing digital content and interaction, which educators use to foster collaborative learning 
(Stewart, 2015; Poore, 2016). Second, using social media as an artifact for analysis might help 
students redefine the notion of writing, think about themselves as authors, and look beyond the 
context of academic writing (Yancey, 2004; Punday, 2015; Vie, 2008). Since concepts of 
authorship and composition have been expanded with the emergence of new technologies 
(Punday, 2015), scholars believe it is particularly important to make students consider it by 
incorporating these technologies in the classroom (Selfe, 2009; Head, 2016; Amicucci, 2017). 
Finally, social media is proved to develop alternative literacies in students, such as visual 
literacy, media literacy, and functional literacy (Poore, 2016, p. 8).   
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Multiliteracies or multimodal literacies seem to be one of the most popular topics under 
discussion among contemporary compositionists (Vie, 2008; Palmeri, 2012), considering the 
shift that occurred in the traditional interpretation of literacy. These days, it is seen as more than 
just an ability to read and write (Richardson, 2010; Selfe, 1999). According to Foley (2010), 
literacy is a “capacity to communicate using inscribed, printed or electronic signs or symbols for 
representing language.” Speaking further, the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) 
report (2019) defines literacy as “a collection of cultural and communicative practices shared 
among communities.” From the given definitions, we see that the main component of literacy is 
“communication.” Then, since social media create new channels for people to interact with each 
other, we might notice that communication practices inevitably change with the course of time. 
With the emergence of new technologies, meaning-making does not depend on print-based text 
anymore (Cervetti et al., 2006, qtd. in Boche, 2014; Yancey, 2004; Selfe, 1999); now we can 
communicate using video, audio, and visual content, which also demonstrates the shift in 
perception of literacy. As a result, literacy no longer stands on its own (Selfe, 1999, p. 3); it goes 
hand in hand with technologies and now comprises various “multiliteracies:” technological, 
visual, media, and information literacy (Center for Media Literacy, n.d.; Harrison, n.d., qtd. in 
Sylvester & Greenidge, 2009, p. 284; Vie, 2008; Boche, 2014). In these regards, Yancey 
mentions that today, composition instructors are witnessing the time when literacy “is in the 
midst of a tectonic change” (Yancey, 2004, p.  298). Considering this, we can see that one of the 
tasks that contemporary compositionists have is to reconsider the traditional definition of literacy 
and to help students develop new skills associated with multimodal environments (Palmeri, 
2012; Selfe, 2009; National Council of Teachers of English, 2007).  
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Eyman and Ball (2013) state that writing in multimodal environments reveals “additional 
rhetorical concerns” associated with “delivery, access...and sustainability” (p. 114). Even though 
scholars suggest that rhetorical dimensions of the digital and printed text might be similar in a 
certain way, the fact that multimodal environment challenges the way we write and compose 
seems to be undebatable (National Council of Teachers of English, 2007). In these regards, 
compositionists express a strong interest in using multimedia technologies and especially social 
media in their classes (Shepherd 2015; Vie, 2008; Maranto & Barton, 2010; Balzhiser et al., 
2011; Reid, 2011; Buck, 2012). As multiple research show, working on various online platforms, 
such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and others, appears to be a good technique for teaching 
multimodal literacies to students and encouraging them to think critically about producing the 
content online (Fife, 2010; Mina, 2017; E. Buck, 2015; Head, 2016; Eyman & Ball, 2013; 
Amicucci, 2017). 
According to NCTE Position Statement on Multimodal Literacies (2005), “students 
should be able to both read critically and write functionally, no matter what the medium.” That 
being said, incorporating digital technologies in the classroom requires understanding that the 
purpose of using online platforms is not just to teach how to write for social media, but rather 
how to compose texts with the help of social media. In other words, teachers are expected to 
incorporate digital tools in the classroom in a way that students “will learn about technology and 
through technology” (National Council of Teachers of English, 2013). Considering that these 
days technologies are more accessible to people than they were in the twentieth century (Selfe & 
Hawisher, 2004), what we know about technologies appears to be not as important as how we 
use them (M. Poore, 2016, p. 71). In other words, we should go beyond regular usage of social 
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media. The very fact that we use Facebook or Instagram does not automatically define us as 
social media literate, especially if we don’t use these networks critically. According to J. Davies 
(2009) ‘[l]iteracy is not just about decoding marks on a page; it is also about performing social 
acts of meaning, where meanings and practices vary according to context’ (p. 9, qtd. in Poore, 
2016, p. 60).   
However, the question might be whether modern students need to be educated at all on 
how to use technologies, given that most of the young people are believed to be “digital natives” 
as Presnky (2001) defines them, or “natives speakers of the digital language” (p. 1). Indeed, 
these days it is hard to imagine someone who does not use social media, especially among the 
young generation. According to a report by Pew Research Center, in 2019 the percentage of 
Millennials who used social media applications was the biggest in comparison to older 
generations – 86% (Vogels, 2020). Those statistics seem to reinforce the assumption about the 
young generation being more advanced in the use of social media. Scholars and teachers also 
mention that students appear to be more experienced in using new technologies than educators 
(Selfe, 2009). W. Richardson (2010) compares “kids’” and adults’ experiences in generating 
online content, and he notes that the younger generation seems to be more advanced in it (p. 7). 
The scholar further encourages educators to “first experience those [digital] environments for 
[them]selves” before incorporating those in the classroom (p. X). Sylvester and Greenidge 
(2009) seem to have a similar stance on teachers’ knowledge of new technologies. The scholars 
mentioned that digital storytelling was not widely used in the classroom mostly because 
“teachers have not been exposed to the medium (p. 293). Overall, the authors emphasized that 
teachers did not feel confident enough with new technologies (p. 294). Given that their research 
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was conducted in 2009, it seems fair to suggest that such a claim might be not valid in the 
present-day context because digital technologies, including social media, have become as 
ubiquitous as they never were (Lau, 2017; Stewart, 2015; Jenkins et al., 2006; / Perrin & 
Anderson, 2020). Nevertheless, the process of learning about new technologies is still different 
for every person (Selfe & Hawisher, 2004). That is why it seems important to explore factors that 
influence the process of inquiry that educators go through either by themselves or with the help 
of their students.   
Compositionists’ experiences: the value of sharing 
According to Schubert and Ayers (1999), the dialogue among teachers and sharing their 
experiences is one of the main components of teacher lore. The scholars state that teacher lore 
“refers to knowledge, ideas, insights, feelings, and understandings of teachers as they reveal their 
guiding beliefs, share approaches, relate consequences of their teaching, offer aspects of their 
philosophy of teaching, and provide recommendations for education policymakers” (p. 9). 
Schubert and Ayers also add that teacher lore might be defined as “unofficial knowledge” which 
educators may consider solving “shared confusions and questions” (p. 13). Given a need to have 
this conversation, we may think about spaces and sources that help educators to connect and 
share their knowledge. Among sources that teachers seem to refer regularly, there are scientific 
articles in pedagogical journals (Palmeri, 2012), scholarly books, conferences, conversations 
with colleagues (Schubert & Ayers, 1999), and social media posts among others (Cadle n.d., 
Celep et al., 2014). Educators’ stories – “both biographical and those told by others” – seemed to 
be highly valued across academic communities because of the impact they have on pedagogical 
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practices (Schubert & Ayers, 1999, p. 146). That is why the present study focuses on educators’ 
experiences and confirms the necessity to continue the practice of sharing knowledge.   
Switching from general pedagogical sources to the ones related to the composition field, 
we might note that there is a variety of teaching guidebooks about the use of technologies and 
web-tools (Richardson, 2010; Poore, 2016; Freberg, 2016) in the classroom that contemporary 
compositionists can add to their armory. For example, W. Richardson’s book Blogs, Wikis, 
Podcasts (2010) contains quite useful practical recommendations on incorporating Web 2.0. in 
classes in K-12 education. The author speaks about weblogs (p. 17), wikis (p. 55), podcasts (p. 
111), social media networks (p. 131), and other digital tools that teachers might want to use in 
their classes. Although Richardson explains the pedagogic value of web tools in general terms –
not putting it into the context of writing and composition – Blogs, Wikis, and Podcasts still can 
be considered as relevant for the present research since it demonstrates the practical value of 
shared knowledge. Besides, the scholar suggests activities that might be applicable in both K-12 
and college education.  
Educators who want to try implementing social media in their classes also might consider 
the book by M. Poore (2016). Apart from providing detailed instructions on how to use specific 
types of social media, the scholar suggests different activities that teachers and students can try 
to assess their knowledge and practical skills in using online platforms. Just like Richardson in 
Blogs, Wikis, and Podcasts, Poore (2016) focuses on the general advantages of using social 
media in class and emphasizes the intellectual benefits that it promotes: “analysis, interpretation, 
synthesis, critique, validation, assessment, evaluation” (p. 8), etc.  
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In A roadmap for teaching social media, K. Freberg (2016) seems to be an informative 
source that explains how to teach about social media. Throughout the book, Freberg (2016) 
touches upon social media class rules and regulations (p. 23), suggests various sample exercises 
related to different kinds of social media, adds the rubrics that help to assess students’ works, and 
brainstorms ideas on how to make the class interesting and engaging. Given the value of these 
books, it seems to be clear that none of them has been written specifically for writing and 
composition classes. Yet, writing instructors can find useful recommendations in these books – 
from web-based in-class activities to questions related to technical support and detailed 
instructions on how to set up and use social media applications (Richardson, 2010; Poore, 2016; 
Freberg, 2016). Obviously, the scope of helpful pedagogical sources is not limited by the 
examples listed above. As previously mentioned, the Internet has a variety of assets specifically 
related to the field of composition that educators might incorporate these days. Among them are 
the Computers and Composition online journal (Palmeri, 2012), Kairos: A Journal of Rhetoric, 
Technology, and Pedagogy (Head, 2016), and NCTE CCCC website among others. Numerous 
research databases that contain relevant scholarly works might be added to this list as well. 
Apart from providing theoretical information in their works, compositionists also add 
snapshots of their teaching practices to illustrate how they incorporate digital tools into their 
classes (Szabady et al., n.d.; Miller et al., 2015; Fife, 2010). Educators focus on the critical 
review of social media-based activities and explore students’ feedback and learning outcomes 
(Szabady et al., n.d.: Head, 2016; A. Buck & Mina, 2019; Shepherd, 2015). They analyze and 
evaluate their practices to show which innovations worked out better than others (Szabady et al., 
n.d.). Oftentimes, scholars also focus on students’ perceptions of social media-based activities. 
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While Braender et al. (2009) found that students enjoyed working on their blogs in WordPress 
(qtd in Quesenberry et al., 2014), Gilkeson (2015) recalled working with a student who defined 
Twitter as “a waste of time” (Miller et al., 2015). In other words, students’ attitudes towards 
social media differ, and various reasons stand behind it. Some scholars mention that the reason 
might be related to cultural components, the exposure to social media (Liu et al. 2011), or just 
reluctance to use it for academic purposes (Miller et al., 2015).   
Overall, the process of establishing a relationship with social media and learning about it 
varies from one person to another. As mentioned above,  people might have different reasons for 
their attitudes about social media and different skills in leveraging digital tools. It all seems to be 
rooted in users’ background stories. In 2004, Selfe and Hawisher published a research study that 
collected people’s experiences of learning about new technologies. In each case study, the 
scholars presented unique stories told by people who acquired digital literacy living in different 
time periods and different cultural, political, and economical environments (p. 2). In the context 
of the present research, that study can illustrate that there is often a story behind one’s 
knowledge about new technologies. 
While we can read multiple stories about how students learn to write with social media in 
composition classes (Amicucci, 2017; Fife, 2010; Head, 2016; Shepherd, 2015), it seems more 
difficult to find a study where the focus would be shifted to teachers’ primary experiences with 
using social media. In other words, the stories about how educators themselves have acquired 
knowledge about social media seem to be left behind. Thus, the present study aims to find out 
how composition instructors learn about social media before they incorporate it into the 
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classroom. The study is based on teachers’ self-reflection that helped identify how the process of 
inquiry that teachers went through affected their teaching experience if affected at all.   
If we examine carefully scholars’ works though, we can find excerpts of teachers’ self-
reflection in some scholarly works. For example, the author of Blogs, Wikis, Podcasts W. 
Richardson (2010) provides readers with a snippet of his memories, recalling one of the first 
encounters with weblogs. The scholar writes:  
I will never forget the first time I posted my opinion, and the first time someone 
responded to it. There was something really powerful about so easily being able to share 
resources and ideas with a Web audience that was willing to share back what they 
thought about those ideas (p. 17).  
This fragment seems to be very personal, and it obviously might have become the beginning of a 
bigger narrative about the author’s relationship with digital technologies.  
Palmeri (2012), too, reflects on his own experience of teaching with technologies. The 
scholar writes about the first time he worked “in a computer lab environment,” recalling all 
thoughts and concerns he had back then. Palmeri (2012) says: “I was a bit nervous about the 
hulking machines lurking in my classroom. I worried that I didn’t have the technical and 
pedagogical skills that I needed to integrate these computers in a meaningful way.” As it turns 
out, later the scholar addressed those concerns by learning from other compositionists who had 
described their experiences in the Computers and Composition  journal (p. 116). This example 




These examples, along with the presented literature review, establish the framework of 
the current study, which seeks to deeply investigate compositionists’ perceptions of social media, 

















Chapter Two: Methodology 
As mentioned earlier, the goal of the present research was to investigate how composition 
instructors reflect on their experience of utilizing social media in the classroom. To achieve that 
goal, I used the qualitative research method to collect and analyze compositionists’ personal 
narratives about their experiences of learning about social media and incorporating it in writing 
and composition classes.  
The study proceeded in three phases: participants’ recruitment, data collection, and data 
analysis.  
Phase 1. Participants’ recruitment. I began participants’ recruitment once my request to 
the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of St. Cloud State University was approved. For the present 
research, eight participants were selected by the following criteria: experience in teaching First-
Year Composition/Advanced Composition and experience of utilizing social media-based 
activities in composition classes. Participants were recruited via social media platforms. Using 
InDesign software and the Canva program, I created two digital flyers (Appendix A) describing 
the topic and purpose of the research, and later I posted them on my Twitter, Facebook, 
LinkedIn, and Instagram profiles. In addition, I asked specific social media groups for 
permission to put my announcement on their pages or to tag them in my personal posts. The 
groups I reached out to on Facebook were the following: Computers & Writing Conference, The 
Journal on Multimodal Rhetoric, Conference on College Composition and Communication – 
CCCC, Computers and Composition Online, and Kairos: Rhetoric, Technology, Pedagogy. 
Considering the orientation of these groups on pedagogy and composition, these sources 
appeared to be appropriate to utilize in the process of recruitment. In the first week after posting 
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the announcement, I had a response from the first participant. However, three weeks after that, I 
had to change the recruiting strategy from social media posts to cold emailing due to the absence 
of further responses. In about two weeks, seven people responded to my emails, and once their 
candidacy was approved, I sent a set of documents to them: consent forms (Appendix B), IRB 
Approval Letter, a pre-questionnaire form (Appendix C), and interview questions (Appendix D). 
When educators signed consent forms and emailed them to me, we discussed the date and time 
of the interviews.  
Phase 2. Data collection. To collect the data, I conducted semi-structured investigative 
interviews asking participants to reply to 17 open-ended questions and follow-up questions 
related to their background knowledge of social media and teaching experience. Each interview 
was held and recorded via Zoom and took one hour on average. I also used Zoom transcript to 
save it on my laptop along with recordings. As a backup plan, I used a voice recorder on my 
phone as well. At the end of each interview, I made sure to let participants know that they were 
welcome to reach me any time with any questions and that they also might expect to hear back 
from me via email.   
Phase 3. Data analysis and interpretation. After interviewing eight participants, I began 
the data collection process. First, I used MS Excel spreadsheets to put the content of the 
interviews and connect it to each participant. Since I had the interview scripts saved as text 
documents, I copied and pasted them to MS Word documents, which let me revise them, 
highlight important information and make amendments where they were needed. After reviewing 
each Word document and listening to recordings, I transferred the data to the Excel table where I 
connected interview questions with participants’ answers. The information that participants 
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provided in their pre-questionnaire was added to the table as well. To examine in detail the 
content of each interview, I used a narrative analysis and a thematical analysis. That allowed me 
to find out if the narratives had common patterns, and if professors’ opinions about the use of 
social media in composition classes were similar or opposite.  
Data coding. To ensure the confidentiality of participants, I did not disclose their real 
names in the present research. During the process of recruitment, participants were given code 
names as follows: Participant 1, Participant 2, Participant 3, Participant 4, Participant 5, 
Participant 6, Participant 7, and Participant 8. The ordinal numbers that I assigned to participants 
reflected the sequential order of interviews and made the process of data analysis convenient. In 
the Excel spreadsheet, code names were linked to the real names of participants to prevent 
possible confusion and mistakes during data analysis. As a principal investigator, I was the only 
person who had access to the key that was stored in my password-protected laptop.  In addition, I 
protected participants’ identities by concealing certain information such as names of their 
schools, names of participants’ friends and colleagues, names of the conferences they took part 





Chapter Three: Results. Collection of narratives 
The data collected from conversations with participants has been composed in eight 
narratives that have the following structure: 
1) Instructor’s research interests within the composition field 
2) Instructor’s first encounter with social media 
3) Learning about social media: motivations and challenges  
4) The first experience in using social media in class 
5) Social media-based activities that scholars practice these days  
6)  Pedagogical sources that educators use to get ideas for their classes 
7)  Educators’ future plans regarding their teaching approaches and the use of social media 
in the classroom   
This purpose of structuring narratives in the given order is to reflect the chronological 
sequence of participants’ experiences that would allow us to see how educators’ attitude to social 
media have been changing over the time. Given the unified structure of narratives, the size of 
each story is different and based on the amount of information that a participant provided during 




Participant 1 (P1) 
P1. Research interests  
P1 has ten years of experience in teaching composition. The participant’s research 
interests include digital pedagogy, social media pedagogy, and active learning. Facebook and 
Twitter are the platforms that P1 uses most frequently for his classes when he teaches at 
community college. Sometimes, he says, he might include Instagram and LinkedIn as well. 
P1. First experience with the use of social media 
The first social media platform that P1 encountered was Facebook. The instructor says he 
“first used Facebook when [he] was a sophomore in college.” P1 describes his initial attitude 
towards social media as skeptical, explaining that at first, it felt uncomfortable and somewhat 
“awkward” to connect with people through a digital realm where one seems to be completely 
“take[n] out of a present moment” or “disembodied,” speaking metaphorically. Nevertheless, P1 
notes that after a while he got used to it, and he could use Facebook in a way that was “fun and 
interesting” and maintain a connection with his college friends. Later, when P1 went to graduate 
school, he began using Twitter “to connect with other grad students and…scholars.” That time, 
as P1 mentions, he felt “very comfortable and enlightened” and enjoyed new connections that he 
had. After that, P1 tried using Instagram and Snapchat, which eventually he stopped using. Yik 
Yak – a “proximity-based, anonymous social media app” (Failory, 2021) was a part of P1’s 
experience as well. Finally, P1 mentions that he tried using TikTok, but that was not something 




P1. Learning about social media  
When P1 describes how he was learning about social media, he mentions that at first, it 
was “a little overwhelming.” In particular, when P1 started using Facebook, he says he was 
“hyper-aware of the different terms and areas of [this social media platform]” like timeline, wall, 
newsfeed, etc. When those terms became more fluid over time, P1 states he just went with the 
flow and learned how to figure things out online – what to post and where to post it. At times, it 
used to be confusing, but as the instructor notes, new social media applications are “pretty 
straightforward,” which makes it easier for him to “figure out new interfaces” since he has had 
experience in using different types of them.  
P1. First experience in using social media in class 
Facebook was the first platform that P1 brought to the classroom as an artifact for 
analysis. Recalling that experience, the educator mentioned that he asked students to read an 
article by Freishtat and Sandlin1 where the scholars discussed how Facebook impacts users’ 
behaviors and determines the way people use social media. Once students read that article, the 
instructor had them “debate about it in the class” and let them “analyze elements of Facebook 
that might be [used] for a particular audience.” According to P1, it seemed to be a little bit 
overwhelming for students, but “overall, it went well.”  
P1. Social media-based activities  
The instructor incorporates social media in composition classes to teach audience 
awareness and discourse community. During our conversation, P1 also mentions that he likes 
 
1 Freishtat, Richard L., & Sandlin, Jennifer A. (2010). Shaping youth discourse about technology: Technological 




explaining the concept of the rhetorical triangle – reader, writer, and subject/topic – using 
examples from social media platforms. Sometimes, P1 does “multimodal projects in class [like] 
making a website or a podcast, or a short video, or an Adobe Spark.” Students are welcome to 
incorporate social media in their projects or include something that they found on digital 
platforms – for example, memes and things like that. From the educator’s observations, “students 
[usually] get…into it;” they are excited to do multimedia projects, and then they tell the 
instructor that they have learned a lot from that experience. At the same time, P1 notes that 
occasionally some students might find it overwhelming and prefer writing a traditional paper to 
the multimedia project. Another challenge might be that some students “don't use social media,” 
which P1 says he can understand, recalling his first experiences with social media.  
P1. Pedagogical sources 
Talking about scholarly sources about social media, P1 notes that it seems to be easier to 
find theoretical works rather than “practical explanations of how to use social media [or other 
digital tools] in the classroom.” One of the sources that the instructor finds most helpful is an 
online journal, Computers and Composition, which, notably, appears to be quite popular among 
research participants. In addition to scholarly websites and literature, P1 mentions that 
sometimes the best ideas for the classroom activities come from his colleagues. Also, the 
instructor recalls the time when he was a Ph.D. student, and his “supervisor [who was] a 
graduate student instructor included a [social media-based] activity in [their] common lesson 
plans for FYC.” The activity asked FYC students to look at some examples of social media posts 
and think about the audiences that use particular platforms. “As a new graduate instructor, [P1] 
was required to use…the lesson plan created for [him].” So, he applied this approach – “using 
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social media to teach audience awareness” – in his teaching practice, and he “realized this 
strategy works really well.” According to the scholar, that experience was the one that introduced 
him to “the current way [he] uses social media in the classroom.” Apart from this, the instructor 
mentions that social media itself might be another source of ideas for classroom activities. P1 
gives a particular example of a Twitter post that inspired him to introduce a new way of writing a 
paper for students. The instructor notices that interaction with his colleagues and other scholars 
on social media seems to be quite productive in terms of helping each other and generating new 
ideas. He says, “we bounce ideas off of each other on Twitter, and then we come up with these 
new little social media-related activities for our classroom.” Overall, P1 seems to consider this 
experience valuable and effective both for teachers and students. 
P1. Future plans 
P1 shares that in the future, he would like to further develop the idea of analyzing social 
media and connecting it to scholarly articles to show students how social media “relates to 
scholarship” and to the “real academic world.” Also, the educator suggests that he might “have 
to shift how [he is] using social media a little bit in order to reach the learning outcomes” on 
different campuses. Since the instructor teaches at different schools, he notices that their 
programs might emphasize different aspects of writing – research, genre, etc. That is why the 
scholar considers adjusting his approach with social media accordingly (P1, personal 




Participant 2 (P2) 
P2. Research interests 
P2 has been teaching composition for fifteen years. Her research interests are related to 
how “students write [on social media] on their own time” and to the specific ways people use 
language in digital spaces (abbreviations, emojis, etc.). The instructor added that she also likes 
exploring first-year college writing, focusing on how to teach it “effectively, and in ways that 
give students agency and ownership.”  
P2. First experience with the use of social media 
“My first impressions [about social media] were very poor,” P2 recalls. Around 2006 or 
2007 the instructor started hearing about Facebook but did not seem to be interested in it, 
defining the experience that people had on social media as “self-serving.” Her attitude to social 
media changed a few years later when she found out that her former classmates kept in touch via 
Facebook. “Once I had my own account, I realized this is a fascinating writing space,” P2 shares. 
Inspired by a new experience, P2 developed her dissertation paper, writing about “how college 
freshmen were using digital technologies in general.” Looking back on her past experiences, P2 
summarizes that she “went from a position of being skeptical [about social media] to being very 
interested [in it] as a writer and researcher.”  
P2. Learning about social media  
P2 describes the way she was learning about social media as “trial and error.” The 
instructor says that at first, she used social media for more personal reasons, and over time she 
was discovering different opportunities that social platforms offer and using them with better 
understanding. The main challenge for P2, as she mentions, was “conceptualizing how networks 
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work on social media.” At first, P2 says, she didn’t think about the audience that could be bigger 
than the circle of her friends of social media, while anyone else could see her page too. In these 
regards, P2 mentions that over time, her posts became less personal, and she was using social 
media with an awareness. Facebook was the one that P2 used to utilize as a more private space to 
connect with people and different groups while her Twitter account was set to public, and the 
instructor “saw that as more of a professional space where [she] could connect with colleagues in 
a field.” Instagram has been a private space for P2 as well. The instructor also notes that in the 
process of learning, she began seeing how she “could use different platforms for different 
purposes.” Observing what users were doing on different platforms helped her realize the 
rhetorical affordances of social media.  
P2. First experience in using social media in class 
The dissertation that P2 was writing turned out to be an incentive for her to begin using 
social media in the class. During our conversation, the educator remembers the time when she 
worked on the dissertation paper, and to collect the data, she “did a survey for students” and later 
interviewed them to find out what technologies they were using and how they were using them. 
The results showed that students were using social media outside the classroom a lot, and they 
wished professors would build a way to get in touch with them through those digital platforms. 
And this is how P2 came up with an idea to start using social media in her classes. One of the 
first things that she did was creating a private group on Facebook for her First-Year Composition 
course where students could interact with each other “about anything.” Over time, P2 decided to 
expand students’ experiences by getting them to interact “in public spaces on both Facebook and 
Twitter.” P2 did it for her Rhetoric of Social Media course, and this is where she started 
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encountering students’ resistance. The idea was to create a hashtag for a class and to use Twitter 
actively, but students turned out to be against this idea.  
P2. Social media-based activities  
P2 uses social media mostly to give examples of social media posts and teach about 
rhetorical concepts. In the Rhetoric of Social Media course, she involved students in blogging 
and using Twitter and Facebook. At some point, P2 mentions, some of her students stopped 
using Facebook and did not want to create an account just for the class. Thus, the instructor 
continued giving examples from social media but did not require students to interact on it or 
produce content. Nevertheless, P2 notes that she sees a lot of potential in using Facebook 
because it is a “text-focused platform” where users can do a lot with text, not mentioning images 
and videos. The instructor says so far, she “[has] not found any other platform to be a good 
replication for that.” Speaking further about the Rhetoric of Social Media course, P2 also adds 
that in this class, they “are specifically researching different phenomena on social media.” In the 
past, one of her students “researched the tendency for celebrities on social media to have 
sponsored posts in order to promote fitness products and weight loss products.” The student’s 
argument was that the information posted by those celebrities was inaccurate, and therefore, 
damaging. This example showed the way students were engaged in the rhetorical analysis of 
social media in P2’s class. Finally, it is worth mentioning one more activity that P2 gives to her 
students. Sometimes, the educator uses the website called Emojipedia2 and gets students to “pick 
three random emojis…to figure out what argument each emoji is making.” Then students are 
 




supposed to “write something where they're putting the emoji into conversation with each other.” 
The instructor says that might look funny at first, but it does let them understand the concept.  
Apart from the resistance to use Twitter, P2 mentioned other challenges related to social 
media that students would encounter. The biggest challenge for students, according to P2, is that 
they might struggle with looking critically at social media, considering how often they use these 
platforms in their daily routine. Besides, she mentions that sometimes it might be difficult for 
them to analyze a social media post. That is why the instructor emphasizes the importance of 
modeling this kind of assignment for students to teach them how to develop this “critical lens.” 
Other challenges have to do with students who do not use social media at all and also with first-
generation students who might tend to keep privacy on social media. For those who do not have 
social media or do not want to use it for class, P2 offers alternatives and lets students participate 
in the conversation via email which sometimes may be quite challenging. However, the 
instructor says she always tries to “build [some] workarounds for a student who doesn't want to 
use social media.” In these regards, P2 also mentions that in the classes with social media it is 
important to avoid the situation defined as the “creepy treehouse effect.” This term has been 
defined by T. Gardner (2013) as “an awkward situation when someone in a position of authority 
requires others to participate in a social activity.” In other words, when it comes to the use of 
social media students should not be required to participate in something they do not want.  
P2. Pedagogical sources 
Just like the first participant, P2 also considers Computers and Composition to be a good 
source for pedagogical ideas as well as Kairos and Wiki Praxis. The instructor also mentions 
Bedford Bits Blog as a useful source. Speaking about scholarly books about social media, P2 
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notes that most of them are quite broad and about education in general. At the same time, she 
mentions a book by K. Brock Rhetorical Code Studies3 about coding in digital spaces that she 
has found quite helpful. P2 says the book gave her “some ideas for how [she] can talk to students 
about how social media works and how the algorithms on social media work. Overall, P2 says 
she “do[esn’t] feel like there are as many resources [about social media] as [she’d] like there to 
be.” The scholar says she mostly invents different social media-based activities on her own and 
communicates through Twitter with other colleagues in the field of social media about it. P2 adds 
that on her campus, it seems more difficult to share her ideas about social media activities 
because no one uses these platforms to teach. On a side note, during our conversation, the 
instructor notes that the present research might “make an argument for the fact that we need 
more networks to share ideas on them.” Coming back to the activities that P2 invents on her 
own, the instructor notes that she “get[s] a lot of ideas just by experimenting with social media” 
like Snapchat or TikTok even though she is not personally enthusiastic about these. 
Nevertheless, playing around with applications like Snapchat provides examples that she can 
demonstrate to students explaining the concept of ethos.  
P2. Future plans 
One of the activities that P2 is thinking of trying in the future is getting students to do a 
rhetorical analysis of “a public figure who has multiple social media platforms” to see how 
someone famous “constructs a persona of themselves across platforms.” Apart from this, the 
educator shares her interest in creating “a major assignment in a freshman class focused on 
 





analyzing social media” considering how many “lower stake assignments about social media” P2 
used to give students earlier (P2, personal conversation, February 22, 2021).  
 
Participant 3 (P3) 
P3. Research interests  
P3 has about ten years of experience in the composition field. She describes her research 
interests as the following: digital literacies, multimodal writing, tutoring writing, public relations 
writing, business writing, and the senior writing capstone. When the educator recalls the time 
when she started teaching composition, she remembers doing a Disney-themed class for the 
First-Year Composition students. That class was centered on the research, P3 says, so she asked 
students to analyze Disney from different perspectives and write about things like “gender roles” 
in Disney World, or the company’s “corporate practices.” Her students went to a Disney store to 
notice “what characters…they [saw] more frequently, how the store [was] set up,” what 
“particular effect on the audience” the store might have on the audience, etc. This is how P3 
taught rhetorical analysis.  
P3. First experience with the use of social media   
“My very first engagement with social media was MySpace,” P3 says. She was in high 
school when her friend made a MySpace profile for her. Later, when P3 went to college, she was 
introduced to Facebook by her roommate. About the time when P3 began her Ph.D., her sister 
“talked [her] into getting an Instagram” profile. The next platform was Twitter. As P3 recalls, 
she believes that she started a Twitter account as a part of her class in her Ph.D. when she was 
supposed to think “about the potential ways [people] could use Twitter to network.” TikTok and 
Pinterest were social media platforms that the educator got herself familiar with later. While 
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rendering her history with social media, P3 notes that “in almost every case, [she got] a social 
media account because someone else prompted [her] to do so” – either a friend or a family 
member.  
These days, Instagram and Facebook are the platforms that P3 uses most frequently. 
From our conversation, it seems like the educator’s impressions about social media have been 
varying depending on the type of platform that she tried. For example, P3 mentioned that she 
recently decided to delete her Twitter account because that experience “didn’t bring [her] joy” 
anymore and turned to be “very stressful.” TikTok is the one that P3 sometimes would use for 
teaching, but personally, she resists using it. Another experience that seemed to cause a 
controversial reaction on social media has to do with the use of LinkedIn. P3 notes that 
sometimes this platform might take control over users’ content and impose certain standards for 
people. From the scholar’s observations, anything might determine how a person’s work will be 
evaluated by others – whether it is a profile picture, the use of a language, a specific reaction 
(like “clap” or “like”) that a person should show to a particular audience, or a set of connections 
that someone is supposed to have, no matter if they know these people or not. “People do make 
assumptions about what you put out there on the internet,” P3 says. And this seems to be 
especially relevant for LinkedIn. Nevertheless, the instructor has had a positive experience with 
social media as well, and overall, she sees it as “the best way to maintain [connection] with [her] 
family,” especially when she refers to Facebook and Instagram.   
P3. Learning about social media 
During the process of learning about social media, P3 noticed that for her, it has been 
important to navigate the process in a way that did not have a negative impact on one’s self-
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esteem. She adds that social media represents “idealized visions of people’s lives” which might 
make it hard to establish healthy parameters within these digital spaces. P3 suggests that this 
might be especially relevant for the time of the pandemic where it is more difficult to stay away 
from social media. This is one of the things that P3 says she struggles at times. In these regards, 
the educator emphasizes the importance of having a “critical framing” on social media. 
P3. First experience in using social media in class 
The scholar recalls the time when she incorporated social media in the classroom and 
later published an article about it after interviewing students. The task was to get students to do a 
rhetorical analysis of social media posts using Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and Instagram. “the 
first time I was really explicit about including social media [in the classroom] was probably in 
the “second year of my Ph.D.,” the educator says. In the context of the FYC class, P3 would use 
YouTube a lot, giving her students different writing prompts based on a particular video. Later it 
became a bit challenging considering that the instructor had to find new videos every day which 
was not always easy.  
Looking back, P3 says she has become more conscious about how it is “important to 
maintain students’ privacy.” Back when she taught the Digital Literacy class, she remembers she 
required students to use Twitter to post about something that they discussed in class. What 
happened is that some students in her class had very negative comments from Twitter users 
whom they did not know. That made them “feel really uncomfortable,” which P3 took into 
consideration. Further, when she continued working with social media, she ensured students’ 
privacy was protected. One thing she recommended students create a private account and only let 
their groupmates interact with them. Another option for them was to choose a pseudonym and 
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create a mock profile. Finally, the instructor did not oblige students to keep a profile after the 
class – they could delete it if they wanted to.  
Another memorable experience that P3 shared was related to her Digital Literacy class 
when, as she says, she did a “risky thing.” The educator continues, “I took my roster, and I cut 
out the names of the roster…[Then] I gave the students in the class someone else's name, and I 
had them Google that person, and then introduce the person based on what they could find to just 
by looking them up.” Before that, P3 gave her students a disclaimer asking them to “use [their] 
best judgments…and…not share…anything that… [they] would find embarrassing.” The 
educator says it was “a great lesson in terms of….[thinking about] how digital identity matters.” 
and talking about how much control users in fact have over the content.    
P3. Social media-based activities  
From the most recent experience, P3 recalls the last semester when she taught a 
multimodal writing class and asked students to create “their own how-to videos… in the style of 
either YouTube or TikTok.” Also, the instructor says in her class, they talked about YouTube “as 
the platform generally and the ethics of utilizing YouTube and how to produce ethical 
multimodal content.” Overall, P3 believes it is important to discuss the process of producing 
“native digital context.” Apart from the aforementioned activities, the educator also does 
workshops on job application documents using LinkedIn and working on users’ profiles. Coming 
back to the conversation about digital identity, P3 says she discusses it with her students, 
bringing up LinkedIn and talking about “search engine optimization” and “content that you can 
control versus content that you cannot control.”  
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In the Digital Literacy class, P3 brings up Facebook and Instagram to have students 
create content and see how it shifts depending on the platform they use. The educator wants 
students to think about the rhetoric of different social media, so they would be aware of it in the 
future when they create digital content.  
In the Public Relations Writing class, the instructor asks students to analyze content on 
Twitter and do some coding and classifying tweets into different categories. After that, students 
are supposed to “come up with an argument about the ethos of the account.” Also, P3 mentions 
she has students look “at Instagram pretty extensively, [especially at] influencer marketing]. 
Students analyze different Instagram accounts, and they also produce their own sponsored posts 
which, P3 says, is “really fun” to do.  
“Social media scholars…argued… that it can be difficult for students to make the shift 
from something that they use purely for fun, to looking at it in a more academic context,” P3 
says. Personally, she does not see it as an obstacle, but she says, “it does take some specific 
moves on the part of the instructor to really reframe it as an academic conversation.” What P3 
defines as a challenge though is the fact that not all students are equally familiar with all social 
media platforms. For this case, the instructor says, it is very important to have conversations with 
students to make sure that they will not work on something they feel uncomfortable about. There 
should be always an alternative that also can be discussed.  
P3. Pedagogical sources 
Online journals such as Kairos and Computers and Compositions are in the list of the 
sources that P3 finds quite helpful. In addition to this, the scholar mentions Computers & 
Composition Digital Press. Speaking further P3 states: “if you're thinking about like social 
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media in a particular context it's always good to find examples, coming from people that you 
admire.” Since the educator has had experience in creating content for the Writing Center, she 
also says it might be helpful for her to look up Instagram accounts of other writing places to see 
how they maintain a social media presence and get inspiration from them. 
P3. Future plans  
Pondering over the future plans, P3 does not focus on specific social media or particular 
assignments. She says the most important thing for her as a composition instructor is to be open 
to trying something new and “never become so set in [her] ways of doing things.” P3 says she 
likes changing different things, and in the future, she anticipates staying open to incorporating 
new perspectives and new ways of thinking about things in her professional experience (P3, 
personal conversation, February 23, 2021). 
Participant 4 (P4)  
P4. Research interests  
P4 has been teaching composition for twenty-two years. The educator says she has “lots 
of interests but [her] primary interest is a digital identity, and all the manifestations and 
implications that [it] brings.” In a short questionnaire that was sent to P4 before the interview, 
she also mentioned Writing for Social Change and Public Issues in Popular Culture.  
P4. First experience with the use of social media 
According to P4, her first encounter with social media was somewhat “a family thing” 
and started with a game Active Worlds. The game was a “VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling 
Language) 3D environment with chat,” an opportunity to build their own worlds and travel 
(“Active Worlds,” 1995). As P4 recalls, she was actively engaged in that virtual environment, 
learning about the game with her daughter. The educator says that Active Worlds “was very 
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much social media [as] there [were] people from all over the world interacting …in a visual chat 
space.” “I liked the DIY-ness of that space,” P4 adds.  
The next experience with social media for P4 was blogging. As the educator remembers, 
she was introduced to blogs by her daughter who was actively blogging with her friends about 
their high school experience. P4 says she read their blog and saw potential in it. She was 
surprised though that not all teachers could see it as something positive. “Those students are 
writing and analyzing about things that they're doing and reading, and nobody's making them do 
it,” P4 says, emphasizing that it was, indeed, a positive thing.  
P4. Learning about social media  
From our conversation, it becomes evident that P4 has never seen learning about social 
media as something challenging. “I am a risk-taker,” the educator says. She adds that she likes 
experimenting with new things to see what these experiments are going to result in. As 
mentioned before, her family played a big part in her social media experiences. Describing her 
family, P4 mentions that they “have always been kind of techie-geeky” and up to learning about 
new technologies.  
Remembering people that P4 used to work with, she mentions that not all of them would 
think the same way. She recalled the time she would talk about the pedagogical value of social 
media with some of her colleagues, and it was not always taken seriously. The one who did take 
it seriously was her mentor in her Ph.D. program.  
P4. First experience in using social media in class 
Drupal – a website builder – was the first platform that P4 incorporated in her writing 
classroom. As P4 recalls, she did it around 2000. At that time, people were keeping online 
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journals pretty much, so P2 thought that “this would be pretty cool to use in the classroom.” The 
fact that blogging allowed “real world writing…and collaboration” made it obvious that “it could 
be a thing.” To try out this idea, the educator used a computer classroom, emphasizing the idea 
of collaborative writing for students. When P4 first implemented that in the class, she says that 
students’ reactions were various but overall results were really good. “They were surprised,” P4 
says. As a result, “writing seem[ed] more real to [students].” In that class, P4 remembers, there 
was just one student who was resistant to blogging and did not do any entries during the 
semester. The educator notes that it generally was somewhat challenging to teach students who 
did not see blogging as real writing. Nevertheless, she went on incorporating social media in her 
composition classes because “there’s a lot of writing happening…in digital spaces,” and it could 
be a good way to build on new literacies.  
P4. Social media-based activities  
P4 continues to mention blogs again as her “mainstays.” The scholar emphasizes the 
importance of a public aspect of the blog, saying that if we take this aspect away, it will be “a 
private journal” which still might work for writers but not as well as blogging does. P4 says she 
“tend[s] to use individual blogs with graduate students more than [with] undergrads.” For 
undergraduate students, the instructor mostly uses Blackboard as the platform that the university 
provides which, according to her, just “mimic[s] the blog’s function” and seem[s] to be less 
appealing for the educator. At the same time, P4 notices that in general, blogs are gradually 
becoming invisible, and “people don't necessarily think of blogging social media anymore 
today.” 
“One of the best things that happens” in the classroom when P4 includes Twitter 
exercise. What students do is they read an article and create a hashtag on Twitter related to that 
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piece. P4 says that oftentimes, “the author of the piece will enter the stream and start talking to 
[students], and it blows their minds…In a good way,” she adds. 
When it comes to Poetry class, the instructor actively incorporates Instagram, and, in 
particular, makes her students do Instapoetry – write short poems under the images. P4 
recommends looking at works by a famous Instapoet – Rupi Kaur4 – to understand the concept. 
“They love doing it,” the instructor notices looking at her students. Speaking generally about 
Instapoetry, P4 notes that it seems to be a good way to break assumptions about poetry being 
something formal. Of course, not all of the poems you find on Instagram are going to be good, 
the educator says. But “it gives [students] a chance to do multimedia poetry, [or] multimodal, 
poetry” and therefore, fosters new literacies. She says, “Generally speaking, it’s working 
because…an image… by itself….acts as a metaphor…and….that opens up the discussion about 
how poetry works.”  
Speaking further about teaching poetry, P4 also tried “doing [a] sequential poem on 
Twitter” for students where she would start a line and students should continue it by adding new 
lines. According to the instructor’s observations, such an approach seems to work better for an 
upper-level poetry class while in the introduction course students tend to express less dedication 
about it. 
P4. Pedagogical sources 
Computers and Composition is one of the sources that P4 finds very helpful. Attending 
composition conferences, caucuses, and presentations, as the educator mentions, also helps to 
come up with great ideas. “Talk[ing] to the people” and having “those informal conversations 
 




can be just so good,” the instructor says. As previously mentioned, P4 shared that she has learned 
a lot from her children, who often tell her “what the cool kids were doing” and which social 
media applications they use. In other words, the instructor appears to see a big value in sharing 
and exchanging ideas with other educators, which can bring mutual benefits and inspiration.  
P4. Future plans 
From our conversation, it seems like P4 aims to continue trying new things related to 
social media and new technologies in her classes. The scholar also explains that before 
implementing a new activity in the classroom, she does a “sound-check” with students at 
the beginning of the semester to see if everything works for them. First, P4 "check[s] students’ 
technology levels at the beginning, and then [she does] a ‘Got Questions?’ forum throughout 
when teaching online." In doing so, the instructor always "consider[s] each class's individual 
needs when planning the course" (P4, personal conversation, February 25, 2021). 
P5. Research interests  
P5 has been teaching composition for 7 years. His primary research interests are service 
learning and experimental learning. The educator mentions that has “done a lot of things [in his 
graduate school related to] writing center work or writing program administration professional 
writing.” Other research interests of P5 included second-year composition, editing, technical 
writing, and advanced professional writing and editing.  
P5. First experience with the use of social media  
“I am pretty sure it was my friends who introduced [social media] to me,” P5 says. The 
first experience that P5 had with social media was when he was a teenager. As he recalls, he 
heard about MySpace when he was about eleven or twelve. Then the first platform he used was 
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Facebook. The scholar says back then he was doing the same thing as his friends, and Facebook 
seemed to be “a cool place to share pictures and thoughts, and just chat with friends.” So, he took 
the opportunity to talk about things on that platform, stay connected with his friends, and just 
have fun. As P5 recalls, he used to observe other’s posts more than he posted himself, and he still 
tends to be “more of a [social media] consumer” up to these days, he says.   
P5. Learning about social media 
One of the challenges that P5 says he encountered while learning about social media is 
“understanding privacy.” For example, the educator remembers that he did not realize that he had 
been tagged on Facebook as public for two or three years. But then, he says, he learned more 
about privacy settings on different platforms, so his page could be searchable only to his friends 
or some of his followers.  
“Staying up with social media trends” has been another challenge that is “less personal 
and more professional” for the educator. P5 says it is important to know what “social media 
platforms are going to be the most engaging to bring up examples for students.” Also, P5 states it 
is necessary to understand how different platforms work and adapt one’s teaching approach to 
what students are using most.   
P5. First experience in using social media in class 
“The very first time I use social media and the composition course was back when I was 
a brand-new graduate student,” P5 recalls. At that time, he was enrolled in a pedagogy class 
where he did a search on social media. According to P5, he was “excited about the prospects of a 
platform [where] students were already communicating quite a lot.” He also thought that students 
might have lots of experience using social media, but they did not necessarily recognize it as 
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writing. “Those pedagogy classes…sparked that interest” to know more about students’ 
experiences and see if it was possible to use those experiences to “teach them audience 
and…other rhetorical principles.” So, this is what P5 did during one of the semesters when he 
was teaching students on his own. He incorporated Facebook in the composition classroom and 
created a sequence of assignments for students. As P5 recalls that experience, he says he feels it 
was very successful “in terms of getting students engaged in the content.” “All of a sudden 
rhetoric wasn't this abstract thing [for them],” he adds; “they could see how audience and 
rhetoric was something that they practice themselves.” Overall, the instructor describes his first 
experience of using social media in class as “invigorating” since he was “super excited about 
utilizing Facebook,” which eventually turned out as success because “students were really 
engaged in the content…and [many] things they talked about [became] more clear and 
concrete.”  
When I asked P5 whether he would do anything differently back then, he says that “even 
though it was successful, there are always ways to improve it.” For example, when he taught 
about Facebook in that class, it turned out that two students did not use this social media 
platform. The instructor did have a backup plan for them though. Another thing that P5 mentions 
is that he continued experimenting with pedagogy, incorporating Facebook and other social 
media and observing if the emphasis should be made on a specific aspect of the class like writing 
assignments or class discussions.  
P5. Social media-based activities  
P5 says he uses Facebook for “first- and second-year composition classes as a platform 
for analysis.” The instructor incorporates activities where students are supposed to “analyze 
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[their] own social media practices.” Since there are many social media platforms that keep 
changing, the scholar does not ask students to work just on one specific platform. Instead, they 
can analyze anything they use most. Still, P5 often incorporates Facebook and Twitter to show 
examples of posts for students. Other platforms that P5 uses for his Professional Writing classes 
are website builders like WordPress, Wix, Weebly, and Squarespace. Sometimes, the instructor 
incorporates YouTube, asking students to create a video for this platform and link it to their 
WordPress. Apart from everything mentioned above, the educator adds that he might use 
Instagram as well to get students to analyze users’ activity and profiles like they do with 
Facebook. Overall, P5 says that he “go[es] beyond just the academic research paper to develop 
something that's a little bit more interactive, a little bit more multimodal.”  
Just like one of the previous interviewees mentioned earlier, P5 notes that one of the 
biggest challenges for students related to social media assignments is a struggle to analyze it. 
Despite the fact that social media has been integrated into students’ everyday life, it might be 
hard when a teacher asks students to analyze it or to “focus down on that idea of specific 
audiences and specific rhetorical messages.” According to P5, “it takes some scaffolding” to 
explain these concepts to students and engage them in the material. Another challenge that 
students encounter is feeling uncomfortable with social media. That is why the educator 
“do[esn’t] ask [his] students to post anything on social media websites like Instagram or 
Facebook or Twitter,” out of respect for their privacy. There are some exceptions though when 
P5 gets students to create posts for their blogs or work on their online portfolio. In the case of the 
portfolio, the instructor emphasizes for students that it is important to create it if they want to be 
on a job market. Otherwise, P5 says he avoids making students uncomfortable by getting them to 
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post publicly. He continues, “the more senior the student [is], the more comfortable I feel asking 
them to put something out online.” As for students who do not have their own social media 
accounts, the instructor suggests that they analyze accounts of public figures. But this seems to 
be a rare case, P5 says, since most of his students do have their own accounts.  
P5. Pedagogical sources 
To get inspiration and new pedagogical ideas for his classes, P5 often reads the online 
journal Kairos and follows particular scholars, like R. Shepherd or S. Vie. Also, he says he 
“keep[s] an eye on other pedagogy types of journals like Professional Business Communication 
Quarterly.” In addition to this, the educator says he likes discussing new ideas with his 
colleagues. P5 says if he was to advise someone to get innovative ideas, he would say, “ask 
around, chat about it, see what people's other people's experiences are. And usually, you would 
get some good responses.” At the same time, the instructor notices that some teachers might be 
skeptical about the use of social media in the class. He says there are still “a few traditionalists 
who see social media and texting as the death of the English language,” and he personally came 
across people who would express their skepticism about it. Nevertheless, P5 “feels like research 
in social media has been gaining prominence in the last ten years,” and the skepticism about it 
seems to be gradually fading away which might be perceived as a positive thing.  
P5. Future plans 
“My next step is becoming more familiar with more current trends in social media and 
trying to update what I have,” the educator says sharing his future plans. “Instead of focusing so 
much on the general principles of social media” the educator would like his students to see how 
rhetoric works on different platforms like TikTok or Snapchat. By getting students to “practice, 
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compare, and contrast” different social media platforms, the instructor wants them to learn how 
to adapt their rhetoric to different contexts (P5, personal conversation, March 1, 2021).  
Participant 6 (P6)  
P6. Research interests 
P6 has twenty-two years of experience in teaching composition and six years of being a 
Graduate Assistant. The scholar says that all her research has a pedagogical angle, and “for the 
last fifteen years...[she] ha[s] been trying to find an overlap between out-of-classroom literacy 
and literacy in the classroom.” The educator adds she likes studying “evolving technological 
contexts...both in terms of how they inform our composing practices and how we negotiate all 
the elements that are often very distracting in our...writerly environments.” In addition to this, 
the scholar says she is interested in studying new "genres and rhetorical concepts” that 
compositionists can teach students.  
As P6 recalls, back in 2006, she believes she started a project about writing that “students 
did outside of the classroom, and that was where [she] got interested in their use of social 
media.” The scholar remembers that it was the time she also wanted to bring social media into 
the classroom to “draw on [students’] rhetorical knowledge and skills in a non-academic setting 
to help them realize the rhetorical...concepts they already were familiar with.” A year later, the 
scholar started working on an article that was about “writers’ composing practices and...[their] 
struggles to stay focused.”  
Speaking further about research interests related to social media, P6 specifically 
mentioned Instagram. The scholar says, she started using this platform just recently – in 
November 2020. Long time before that, which was around 2015, P6 mentions, she had been 
interested “in writer pictures on Instagram or Tumblr” but that “was not something [she] had 
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time to focus on." So, the educator became curious about "how writers used Instagram as a 
motivational step by photographing, their writing environment and posting it.” Also, P6 says, she 
has been interested in “researching those communities on Instagram: the writers, and readers 
and... especially those still life images of books and reading and writing and typewriters.”  
Apart from this, the scholar also notes that while studying students’ own composting 
processes, she decided to make emphasis not on the distractive nature of social media, but on 
social media “as a potential support for their writing” and a source of motivation.   
P6. First experience with the use of social media 
“My first impressions of social media were that it was a really interesting thing that my 
students were involved in.” As mentioned previously, the scholar has been interested in students’ 
writing practices outside the classroom, so, social media was something that the instructor 
wanted to learn more about to leverage that for her classes. That is why in 2006 she started her 
Facebook account. The educator wanted to find students that she could potentially interview for 
her research.  
At the same time, she says, her own social media have “always been minimal” since the 
educator says, she is “a very private person.” For fifteen years that she has a Facebook account, 
she mentions, she has been posting there quite rarely. “I much more quickly embraced it for 
writing center purposes,” the scholar adds. She directs the writing center, and as she recalls, 
around 2015, they had a Facebook account for the center.  
“My excitement about having a personal, social media account, really happened this past 
year because of the pandemic,” the scholar says. Due to certain circumstances, the time that P6 
could spend outside the house became limited. So, whenever she had a chance to go hiking, she 
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would always take pictures of something interesting that she saw. Then she would post it on 
social media, and it did not feel too personal or private. Then she began finding out that there 
were people who were interested in the same kind of pictures that P6 was taking. “So, I think 
that's when my feelings towards social media shifted a lot,” the instructor says.  
P6. Learning about social media 
The educator says she has learned about social media through assignments that she gave 
to her students, through having them describe other users’ profiles. The scholar’s family 
members were somewhat her teachers in terms of using social media as well. Also, P6 adds she 
has learned a lot about using Instagram from writing center tutors who taught her “how to post 
[there]...how to type hashtags, and what some hashtags would be.” Overall, it has been about 10 
years that the educator has had her students writing blog posts to maintain the social media 
presence of the writing center.  
The biggest challenges that P6 encountered when learning about social media were 
mostly related to know-how some specific things. Otherwise, from our conversation, it seems 
evident that P6 enjoyed the whole process of learning. “There was definitely a learning curve in 
terms of getting soaked in steeped in the rhetorical environment...and [seeing] what practices 
could be done here. But that's just something you have a little time to absorb. And I wouldn't see 
that....as much of a challenge as a kind of natural learning process,” the instructor says. She adds 
that it is important to see the rhetorical potential of social media aspects, and, again, it does not 





P6. First experience in using social media in class 
As the scholar previously mentioned, she was motivated to bring social media 
experiences into the classroom by her interest in students’ writing practices and their perception 
of writing. It was around 2006 when the educator created her Facebook account. The assignment 
that the instructor gave to her students was to analyze Facebook profiles and discuss rhetorical 
strategies that were applied there. “It worked pretty smoothly,” the instructor recalls, "I was 
teaching in a computer classroom...All [students] had Facebook up on their on their screens, and 
I could go around and...have a discussion with them” about examples that they found. Overall, 
P6 seems to be satisfied with that experience since she learned a lot about the social media 
environment back then. Besides, the instructor notes that everyone in that class could make a 
clear distinction between Facebook-related assignments and other classroom activities which, in 
fact, was a positive thing.  
P6. Social media-based activities  
Facebook was the first platform that P6 incorporated in the classroom. Then the scholar 
noticed that students used other platforms as well, like Instagram and Twitter. So, she says, she 
asked them to analyze different aspects of the digital presence of whichever social media 
platform they used. After a while, the scholar changed her approach and instead of asking 
students to do a rhetorical analysis, she shifted the focus towards “the context of studying their 
own composing process” in her advanced composition class. These days, the scholar still uses 
this self-study assignment in advanced composition. 
As the scholar recalls, in spring 2018, she used WordPress software for her class where 
students would “make little...English major memes or posts about English.” P6 notes she 
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believes it was “the most direct writing type of social media genre or platform” that she 
incorporated in the classroom. She says sometimes it seems to be easier to use Blackboard 
instead of WordPress. The educator remembers the time when students might have challenges 
with setting up their WordPress accounts, so P6 had to help them troubleshooting this outside the 
classroom. Overall, the scholar mentions that the lack of technological know-how might be one 
of the main challenges for students who work on social media assignments. Such issues seem to 
be especially difficult to solve during asynchronous classes. Coming back to the two platforms 
that the educator spoke about earlier, she notes she likes WordPress better because its interface 
“do[es] not scream academic,” unlike Blackboard. “It’s more interesting and exciting visually,” 
P6 adds.  
Speaking further, the educator has students do an analysis of community on a particular 
social media platform that they use to see a perspective of building “potentially valuable 
professional presence in there.” The purpose of this activity, as the educator says, is to get 
students to see how social media experience “might become a part of what they're doing 
professionally [in terms of] learning, networking, or self-promoting.” From the scholar’s 
perspective, students in Creative Writing immediately see the value in this experience. One of 
her students, she mentioned, was doing research on creating “an online presence on Instagram 
for poets and some different things that that poets have done [there].” P6 noticed that 
brainstorming with that student helped her come up with a smaller activity which was “Instagram 
niche analysis, or community analysis.” Initially, the educator was thinking that students could 
create their own Instagram accounts, so they might start sharing motivational images and discuss 
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“that kind of development of a presence could work” for them. However, eventually, she decided 
to have students analyze it instead of creating their own content.  
P6. Pedagogical sources 
The educator says she takes some of her ideas from scholarly articles. In particular, she 
mentions scholars like S. Head, B. Williams, and S. Vie, whose works P6 has found quite helpful 
for her own teaching practice and research. “Mostly I would say I get ideas from students,” P6 
continues. “When we are talking about their writing environment, they might mention how they 
use social media as a motivational thing. And that's how I guess I learned about Tumblr. 
Apart from this, P6 says she gets a lot of inspiration from Instagram as well. The 
instructor observes what people are doing on this platform “in terms of creating a very academic 
bookish identity” which sometimes might be related to creative writing. P6 says this is 
something that gives her ideas for the classroom where students can do niche analysis, working 
with “book-related hashtags and writing and reading-related hashtags.” 
P6. Future plans 
“I think most of my classes have not had a particular outcome for a publication for a 
broader audience. Social media would be wonderful for it,” P6 says. The scholar adds that this is 
something she might probably emphasize more in the future for an Advanced Composition class 
or Introduction to English.  
The scholar concludes that working with new technologies “and developing 
communication context makes you…constantly assess and evaluate and see how you need to 
change and evolve.” This is what P6 says she would like to further keep in mind. She adds that 
one should use technologies not only as a “fun new thing,” but utilize them properly, to help 
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students develop transferrable skills and help them connect to something that is important for 
learning (P6, personal conversation, March 4, 2021). 
Participant 7 (P7)  
P7. Research interests 
P7 has about thirteen years of experience in teaching composition. The scholar shares that 
she has always had a passion for anything related to technology in teaching.” Since P7 went for a 
Ph.D. program, her primary research area became teaching with technology and included the 
following: “digital writing, [the] use of social media, multimodality, and multilingualism – 
[specifically] how international multilingual students use technologies and [what was] the[ir] 
prior experiences with technologies.” These days, the scholar does research on professional 
development, teaching with technology, and teaching writing with technology.” 
P7. First experience with the use of social media 
Facebook was the first social media that P7 began using in 2006, as she recalls, to stay in 
touch with colleagues and friends. Back then, she says, she did not think of social media as a 
pedagogical tool. P7 remembers when she went to a Ph.D. program, she had “a course on 
technology and teaching writing” where she was introduced to an online game Second Life that 
had people create avatars and chat in a virtual environment. P7 says, during that class, they 
played around with that game and then started thinking about how social media can be applied in 
the writing classroom. “My mind was not really wrapped around it so much,” the educator says, 
“until I started a pilot project for my dissertation.” For that project, P7 was asking writing 
teachers about technologies that they used in their classes. Since it was 2011, teachers mentioned 
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web platforms like Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube. After that, P7 says, she paid closer 
attention to those platforms and began thinking about how she could apply them too. 
When the scholar was a Graduate Assistant back at her university, she “started playing 
around with Facebook in particular, but was still hesitant to actually use [it]” both by herself and 
for the classes because of privacy concerns. Eventually, she took a chance and decided to 
incorporate this in the classroom, which will be mentioned again a bit later.  
P7. Learning about social media 
As P7 said earlier, she began using Facebook around 2006. In fact, she says, her friends 
introduced this platform to her to stay connected after graduation. The scholar adds she heard 
about it earlier too when she was a tutor in the Writing Center. She would either read about 
Facebook in students’ papers or hear them talking about it. So, when P7 joined Facebook after 
her graduation, she says, she had no idea what she was doing. One of the first things that P7 had 
to learn was how to share pictures because there was a time, she says when she could share some 
pictures without realizing that. “It was a huge learning curve for me at the beginning,” the 
instructor says, “but then because of my genuine interest in technology I picked it up [very] 
quickly.” The scholar continues: “I'm always intrigued to learn about new things” and 
experimenting with them too. She concludes that overall, the whole process felt like “a bumpy 
ride” at the beginning but at the end “it was very nice” to know all features of Facebook.  
P7. First experience in using social media in class 
Coming back to the time when P7 was a Graduate Assistant, she recalls that after being a 
bit doubtful about incorporating social media in the classroom, she finally decided to give it a 
try. The educator made a few screenshots of some of her social media posts and shared them 
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with her students, suggesting them to think about the rhetorical situation. The scholar notes that 
before that conversation, students seemed not to think of “their practices on social media as 
writing.”  
Later on, after discussions about social media and rhetorical situations, P7 says, they 
would move on to talk about visual elements of social media and, in particular, emojis. 
According to P7, that was a good start to talk about multimodality, about how images, emojis, 
and links would contribute to the message and connect a writer with a reader. 
Reflecting on the first experience of using social media in class, the educator says she 
probably should have “invite[d] students to work together on a social media platform.” She says 
she would also try creating a Facebook group or making weekly Twitter activities where a 
student would tweet something in a response to assignments. “Now that I have that stronger 
ethos [as a teacher], I don't think I [would] shy away from [doing so],” P7 says.  
P7. Social media-based activities  
The educator says she uses social media in the classroom mostly as an artifact for 
analysis and does not ask students to produce digital content. The platforms that P7 incorporates 
in her classes are YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter. The educator brings content from these 
platforms to discuss rhetorical and multimodal elements with students. 
In one of the activities, P7 asked students to look “at the Facebook groups or pages that 
they follow.” Then the instructor suggested them to ask themselves if they agree with all 
opinions and statements that they saw in those groups. After that, they discussed if students 
tended to follow the communities of like-minded people or those whose views and opinions 
contradicted students’ beliefs. “That was a very good conversation,” the scholar says. She 
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remembers her students saying that “[it] was a very important moment for them because they 
realized that they were…biased” in terms of blocking everything that contradicted their opinions, 
and they admitted that it “wasn’t good for critical thinking.” 
Another memorable experience that P7 recalls took place in fall 2016, the election season 
in the U.S. The scholar was teaching a composition course on research writing and decided to 
make a thematic class connecting social media and the election. At that time, P7 recalls, “the 
whole world was starting to think….and talk about the role Facebook….and other social media 
platforms play[ed]…in [affecting] the results of the election.” And when her students did their 
research on that, they were fascinated. “It clicked” because that what the most popular topic at 
that time. The scholar says that experience showed students how influential and powerful social 
media platforms might be. “It was a very interesting semester to teach,” P7 says. Sometimes, she 
continues, she had to be very careful about the topic, and “it got so uncomfortable at some points 
[that she] had to tiptoe around some issues.” But overall, the scholar believes it was quite 
successful.  
For the Professional Writing class, the scholar continues, students have to “develop 
content for social media for nonprofit organizations.” In this class, P7 says, she asks students to 
think about the ways they or people they know might use social media for professional purposes. 
The instructor says she suggests students think about privacy and social media strategies as a 
warmup activity before they have to read “dense articles about social media and professional 
communication.” 
From the most recent activities, P7 recalls posting a question on the Slack platform 
asking students which social media platform(s) they use. The instructor listed the most popular 
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platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Snapchat among others, so students could pick 
the ones they use. The purpose was to prepare students for an activity where they are supposed to 
work in pairs. She emphasized that each student could choose someone who uses a platform that 
is different from what they use. For example, in a pair, one student might be an active Facebook 
user, while the other would prefer Instagram. In this way, students would complement each other 
and learn more about different platforms too, without creating an account there. 
According to P7, one of the main challenges that students might have in social media-
related classes is understanding that the instructor does not mean to undertake mass surveillance 
and keep everything they do under strict observation. The educator noticed that students might 
be very “reluctant to be in the same social media space with [their] instructors.” That is why P7 
says she is very explicit with students, explaining to them that this is not something she aims to 
do. She wants to respect their privacy and, therefore, chooses to be detached from their accounts. 
And that is why she uses her own social media as an example, not students’.  
“Even though we like to call them the digital natives,” P7 continues, sometimes students 
might lack the practical knowledge on how to protect their privacy on social media. This is 
another challenge that the scholar notices from her observations. The instructor also notes that 
sometimes, it might take “an entire semester for them to see what these platforms are actually 
doing.” As mentioned earlier, when it comes to social media-based activities, P7 tries to be very 
explicit in terms of cautioning students about privacy issues and provide clear instructions to 
avoid any kinds of potential issues.  
Finally, the scholar says that sometimes students do not perceive the use of social media 
in the class as serious learning. Later in the process, they usually get it, but for some of them, it 
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still might be not easy. Students also might have assumptions that their instructors aim to impose 
a different opinion on them, P7 says. In this case, again, the scholar has an open conversation 
with students, explaining that this is not the goal, and what they really do in class is learning how 
to think critically.  
P7. Pedagogical sources 
The first source that P7 uses for her social media-related activities is…social media 
platforms themselves. At the beginning of our conversation, the educator emphasized that she 
uses Facebook for both professional and personal purposes while her Twitter account is for 
professional use only. On Facebook, she says, she keeps in touch with her colleagues from other 
universities, people that she met in conferences, composition instructions, and prominent 
scholars. Sometimes, P7 might have a conversation with some of them about social media 
activities or pay attention to her colleagues’ postings. “People in our field are so generous,” the 
scholar says, “they would respond and sometimes they would…[share some] websites, or links, 
or articles in the comments” that might be very helpful in terms of creating new activities and 
getting inspiration. The instructor says that crowdsourcing is her favorite way of using social 
media. P7 says, “if you know which hashtags [to use] or which people to mention in…your 
tweet, you can get good responses and you [can] end up with lots of materials and resources and 
ideas.” 
Other sources that P7 looks at regularly are online journals Computers and Composition 
and Kairos (especially Praxis Wiki). The scholar also mentions that she might read some non-
academic books about the Internet or social media. In particular, she mentions the book by Jose 
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Van Dijk Rhetoric of Connectivity.5 The scholar says she can assign pieces of some chapters or 
whole chapters to her students, depending on the course level that she teaches. “I'm glad to see 
that many of the textbooks by publishers… pay more attention now to composing on social 
media,” P7 says.  
P7. Future plans 
“Teachers need to think more multimodal of social media, and I think students need to 
venture…more and be encouraged…to use more multimodal elements in their social media 
posts, the scholar says, adding that it would be something she wants to do in the future. P7 also 
says she is considering “doing more work with social media.” For example, the educator says, it 
might be an activity that gets students to deeply explore groups on Facebook or Twitter to see 
what themes pop up there, what topics people discuss there, and how they do it. In particular, the 
scholar suggests that her students might find some groups related to majors they consider, so 
they can all share and discuss it in their own private group, as a part of the classroom 
conversation. In other words, the scholar seems to be interested in getting students to collaborate 
online with each other and with her as their instructor. Apart from all this, the scholar adds that 
now she is encouraged to try using different social media platforms that she normally would not 
use like TikTok or Snapchat to further incorporate them in the classroom as well (P7, personal 
conversation, March 8, 2021). 
  
 




Participant 8 (P8)  
P8. Research interests  
P8 has had twenty-two years of experience in teaching composition. Her primary 
research interests in the composition field are related to social media. First, the scholar mentions 
that she is interested in researching “social media in pedagogy, or social media in teaching 
composition,” and, the second area that P8 explores is “looking at aspects of privacy, 
surveillance, and data mining.” 
P8. First experience with the use of social media 
The educator says that her first impressions about social media were quite positive and 
seemed to be a good way “to build communities.” As P8 recalls, it was around 1995 when people 
began using digital space to get new connections online. At that time, she says, she was using 
applications like Friendster, IRC (Internet Relay Chat), and AOL Instant Messenger among 
others. 
P8. Learning about social media  
According to the scholar, she was learning about social media both independently and 
with the help of her friends. “It was a combination of the two,” she explains. The educator says 
she has always been interested in learning about new technologies, and she also has friends who 
shared these interests and sometimes would introduce P8 to something new.  
The scholar remembers how her friends and she kept in touch through MOO, or MUD – 
“a text-based online virtual reality system to which multiple users (players) are connected at the 
same time” (Fandom, n.d.). P8 says they all gathered in a particular MOO called “The chatting 
zone” where they would just talk to each other or “build various things using code.” 
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Speaking further about the process of learning about social media, the scholar mentions 
that over time, her attitude to privacy on digital platforms has changed. “When I was younger, I 
might have been more interested in sharing more information,” P8 says. Today, she notes, she 
has become more careful about that. “I have more of a professional presence in my field. I want 
to be very careful and curate that presence so I'm much more careful about what I say,” the 
scholar adds. P8 says she might delete some posts or tweets that she posted in the past if it is 
necessary. The educator also mentions she does not put any information that might be related to 
security questions like the date of birth, or the name of the city she lives in. “Those kinds of 
things can be used to figure out people's passwords, so I'm pretty careful about [it],” P8 
concludes. 
Overall, from our conversation, it seems evident that P8 feels pretty comfortable with 
social media these days. However, she mentions that it all depends on how we define social 
media and what kind of specific technologies we look at. The scholar says, she is comfortable 
using platforms like Twitter or Reddit; at the same time, there are some platforms that do not 
appeal to her, like Snapchat, for example. 
P8. First experience in using social media in class 
The scholar says it is difficult to remember a specific time when she first used social 
media in the classroom. However, P8 notes that today, students seem to struggle with social 
media assignments much less than they did before because earlier these particular technologies 
were in an incipient stage. In the past, students would be more skeptical about social media, the 
scholar says, and they did not always understand why they were supposed to use those 
technologies in the class. Nevertheless, P8 did want to incorporate them in the class, inspired by 
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the works by C. Selfe, who emphasized the importance of teaching students how to think 
critically, not just knowing how a particular technology works. “Social media are… really great 
vehicle for thinking about critical digital literacy,” the scholar adds. Another reason why P8 
wanted to bring in social media in the class is that these platforms looked appealing and 
interesting, and there would be always something to talk about, especially with those who were 
on social media. Finally, the scholar notes that although she has tried using different foundational 
elements in the classroom, nothing seemed to be “as successful as social media.”  
P8. Social media-based activities  
Social media that P8 used the most in her classroom are Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube 
since they are all “generally the most familiar.” The educator also incorporated blogs and wikis 
and other platforms like Reddit and LinkedIn.  
To begin with, the educator utilizes Facebook to talk about the concepts of privacy, 
surveillance, and data mining issues and give students some concrete examples. As for Twitter, 
P8 says, she would incorporate this one to teach networking. The instructor adds she has used 
this platform in the courses where she wanted students to learn more about professional 
organizations that they considered for their careers. P8 says she would explain to students how to 
connect with professional organizations using hashtags (#) or “at” (@) “to directly address a 
particular person.” Similar to Twitter, the scholar has been incorporating LinkedIn in the 
classroom to talk about how it can be used “for job search purposes [and] for networking 
amongst professionals.” The scholar also says she utilizes Reddit for similar purposes – to “focus 
on discourse communities and [think about] what it means…to be part of a community and talk 
to that community.” By exploring various subreddits, P8 adds, students, have a chance to see 
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how people communicate within one social media adjusting their language and different 
terminology, depending on the type of subreddit they explore. 
Speaking further, the scholar incorporates YouTube to get students to analyze users’ 
comments. This platform, P8 notes, has a lot of unmoderated comments, which makes it 
appealing for the analysis. Working with YouTube, students should think about who the 
audience of a particular video might be and how people’s comments characterize them.  
“Blogs, wikis, maybe not as familiar” to students as other platforms, the scholar notes, 
but “they're easy to teach.” The purpose of incorporating blogs and wikis in the class is to let 
students reflect on what they do and learn in the classroom. In other words, P8 says, these 
platforms are utilized more like writers’ journals, and they shift the focus from some external 
audiences to the class itself, allowing students to share their ideas with each other.  
Among challenges that students have while working on social media activities, P8 
mentions their concerns about privacy. If some students feel uncomfortable working on 
particular social media, the scholar says they are trying to figure out how to mitigate it. The 
educator might suggest students use a pseudonym, or create a mock account, or use a different 
platform, or do a different assignment that still meets learning goals. “I personally don't want to 
force anyone into using social media,” the educator says. That is why she always tries to work 
things out if her students have any concerns. If a student says they are uncomfortable with using 
a particular social media, the scholar suggests them to talk more about it: “tell me more about 
why you're uncomfortable and [we can] mitigate it.” Another thing that P8 discusses with 
students is what they might do with their accounts when they are done with the class. The 
instructor says students are free to delete their accounts after all their work is graded. However, 
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the scholar lets students know that they can use their accounts for various purposes if they 
choose to keep them. P8 explains to students that if they keep all their posts and connections, this 
may pop up when someone does an online search. That might be something that can help them 
stand out on a job market since potential employers can see that a candidate has researched 
something interesting on social media. To sum it up, the instructor emphasizes that she always 
discusses all this with her students. “I feel like it's part of my professional obligation to talk 
through some of those concerns and to try to figure out what people are comfortable with,” she 
says.  
P8. Pedagogical sources 
P8 says she finds lots of good ideas for teaching and research in the Computers and 
Composition online journal. The scholar adds that she also stays tuned for popular news, and if 
there is an interesting topic that everyone is talking about, she might bring it to the class. Finally, 
the scholar says just speaking to friends and colleagues or attending conferences can inspire her 
to bring new ideas to the classroom. 
P8. Future plans 
In the end, the scholar reflects on her teaching practices and experiences with social 
media, and she says that over time she has become more careful in terms of helping students to 
protect their privacy online. It is hard to predict what might happen out there – on social media – 
the scholar says, and it is important to minimize the risk for students and prevent them from 
getting trolled online or experiencing aggression from other Internet users. “The more you're 
aware of some of the things that could happen, [the more] you feel more prepared, the more 
comfortable you are,” P8 concludes (P8, personal conversation, March 1, 2021). 
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From conversations with participants, a few themes have been distinguished. To begin 
with, the results of data collection showed that the most frequently used platforms among eight 
composition instructors are Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. The chart presented below (Figure 
1) illustrates educators’ preferences in the use of social media that they mentioned both in pre-
questionnaires (Appendix C) and during interviews. Notably, Figure 1 does not reflect the 
frequency of utilizing social media platforms in the classroom, but it does help us assume which 
platforms composition instructors might find more applicable. 
Figure 1  
Social Media Platforms in Composition Classes 
 
 
As mentioned above, Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram are the platforms that all 
participants seem to find the most applicable for the classroom. According to the conversations 
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of digital content to creating actual posts, writing poems, etc. Speaking further, more than a half 
of the participants also incorporate LinkedIn to work on job application materials and prepare 
students for presenting themselves on a job market. Blogs seem to be on the same level with 
LinkedIn in terms of their applicability, and they are mostly used as journals where students 
reflect on their classroom activities or as a space for multimodal projects. As we also can see 
from Figure 1, the applications such as Snapchat and Pinterest are among the ones that 
participants utilize less frequently. Just one participant reported utilizing TikTok, while others’ 
opinions have been divided. Some participants noted that they tried using TikTok for personal 
purposes and just did not like it (P1; P2); other participants said that they might want to learn 
about this application and maybe try implementing it in the classroom in the future (P4; P5; P7). 
Reddit, too, has been mentioned just once, but, notably, none of seven participants out of eight 
mentioned that they had experience in using this platform. Speaking further, two participants 
mentioned messengers, and both educators were speaking about Slack messaging platform. 
Notably, the purpose of using this platform was not related to developing students’ writing skills. 
The instructors defined Slack as a channel of communication that they used with students to keep 
them updated about changes in schedule and upcoming deadlines. In the category “others,” 
scholars put the platforms for collaborative work such as Wikis, Google Docs, Popplet, Prezi, 
and Microsoft Teams.   
Another theme that is worth mentioning is a set pedagogical sources that composition 
instructors use to advance their teaching practices. The results of data collection demonstrate that 
composition instructors value both academic sources, such as online journals or scholarly books, 
and also an opportunity to get “informal knowledge” (Schubert and Ayers, 1999) through 
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conversations with colleagues and specialists in the field. Thematical analysis of eight 
conversations resulted in distinguishing a few sub themes that illustrate sources and/or activities 
that compositionists found the most helpful while learning about social media and incorporating 
it in their teaching practices. Here are the sources that compositionists mentioned most 
frequently: 
1) Academic and non-academic books  
2) Computers and Composition journal  
3) Kairos / Praxis Wiki journal  
4) Social media platforms  
5) Conversations with colleagues and/or specialists in the field  
6) Attending conferences / forums / presentations  
7) Conversations with friends and/or family 



















Figure 2 above summarizes the most common sources and activities that scholars 
mentioned in all interviews. As might be seen from the chart, the majority of participants 
mentioned that they often take their ideas from reading Computers and Composition and talking 
to colleagues and specialists in the field.  More than half of participants mentioned that they can 
find useful information on Kairos/Wiki Praxis. The same number of participants stated that 
social media might be a source of new ideas too since they can connect with prominent scholars 
via digital space and join various thematic groups either related to the field or to their personal 
interests. Half of participants said that their friends and families helped them a lot to learn about 
social media. The other half mentioned that attending various conferences, forums, and 
presentations about composition provides an opportunity to learn about other compositionists’ 
experiences and share their own ideas as well. Finally, two participants stated that the best ideas 
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often come from their students, who might introduce educators to new social media platforms 
and share something that their instructors may find useful and inspiring. The same number of 
participants mentioned that they take interesting ideas from academic and non-academic books. 
Apart from everything mentioned above, interviewees referred to other academic and non-
academic sources, such as online journals, blogs, popular news, etc. 
Overall, we might assume that Figure 2 reflects educators’ opinions on pedagogical 
sources accurately enough; however, given the limitations mentioned earlier, there is a 
possibility that the information presented in the chart might be incomplete. For example, all eight 
participants mentioned that they had taken part in various forums and conferences, and when it 
came to the question about pedagogical sources, only half of participants emphasized explicitly 
the value of conferences. Although we might guess that all participants consider conferences 
helpful, I could not add this record to the chart since it would have been based on the personal 
assumption.   
Other themes that emerged from conversations with participants have to do with teachers’ 
initial motivation to learn about social media, frequency of using social media for both 
professional and personal purposes, and educators’ attitudes towards the use of phones for social 
media-related activities. Unlike the previously mentioned themes, these could not be analyzed 
and structured in a way that would complement the collected data and fit into the overall purpose 
of the study. Besides, it was not possible to put some answers into categories and define concrete 
variables that would enable me to demonstrate the apparent contrast in educators’ approaches 
and tendencies in the use of social media. Nevertheless, the data, collected from interviews 
allowed me to compose structured narratives that accurately reflect compositionists’ experiences.   
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Chapter Four: Discussion 
The data collected from eight interviews has illustrated the variety of teaching approaches 
related to the use of social media that professors of composition apply in their classes these days. 
Moreover, the stories shared by educators have shown differences and similarities in the process 
of learning about social media that each participant experienced. Therefore, it is fair to claim that 
the results of the study adequately address the research problem related to the lack of studies 
describing the process of inquiry about social media that composition professors experience 
before applying digital technologies in their classes.  
The results of the study have demonstrated that overall, composition instructors feel quite 
confident about incorporating social media in the composition classroom. Similarly, participants 
seem to be comfortable with the use of social media for personal purposes with a few exceptions, 
obviously. Some platforms such as Snapchat and TikTok seem to be less appealing for most of 
the participants due to different reasons. So far, it does not let us make general conclusions about 
the usability of these platforms among composition instructors; it only confirms the well-known 
fact that participants have different preferences in the use of social media, just like all of us do.  
Speaking further, it is notable how different the process of learning about social media 
has been to each participant. While some composition instructors say that they were initially 
enthusiastic about social media in general and its pedagogical use, others note that they were 
either skeptical or indifferent about social media when they first tried it. At the same time, 
regardless of what initial experiences with social media looked like for participants, all of them 
eventually chose to continue learning about features of digital technologies and applying these 
features to their teaching practices. Considering this, we can suggest that the driving force for 
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instructors has been the combination of pedagogical curiosity and their interest in new 
technologies. Conversations with family, friends, colleagues, and students can be added to this 
list as well since some instructors emphasized that they learned a lot from them. Thus, we can 
see that there have been different factors that shaped learning curves for each participant and 
enabled them to find their unique approach in applying social media in the classroom.  
It is worth noticing that all participants have acknowledged the positive effects of social 
media-based activities on students’ learning outcomes. Their observations complement the 
previous research on pedagogical uses of social media and confirm that the use of digital 
technologies in the classroom can help students develop multimodal literacies and reconsider 
their attitude to the process of writing (Boche, 2014; Selfe, 2009). During our conversations, 
most scholars noted that students in their classes oftentimes did not recognize their experiences 
with social media as writing, which would change later, when students were involved in social 
media-based activities. These remarks, too, add to the previous research where scholars mention 
the lack of critical thinking about social media in students (Amicucci, 2017; Vie, 2008; Ricoy & 
Feliz, 2016). Speaking further about educators’ observations of students, it is important to 
mention the fact that some learners may be quite resistant to the use of social media for academic 
purposes. In earlier research, scholars mentioned that students might be against the use of social 
media simply because they did not like using it (Miller et al., 2015). In this study, participants 
elaborate on this aspect and say that students’ resistance might also raise from their 
unwillingness to mix academic and personal lives, the anxiety about exposing their social media 
profiles to an instructor who will monitor and evaluate them, and privacy concerns as well. In 
these regards, we can see that the present research study adds more details to the aspect of 
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students’ concerns regarding social media exercises, and therefore, helps other instructors see 
what they might anticipate.   
Interestingly, apart from having students who were resistant to the use of social media, 
research participants mentioned that sometimes they would also encounter specialists in the field 
of composition who expressed quite a negative attitude to social media. Such remarks seem to 
challenge an assumption that all teachers are supposed to see the value of new technologies and 
believe that they will help students achieve better learning results. However, it should not be 
necessarily interpreted in a negative way since some participants say that resistance and 
skepticism towards social media have been a part of their learning process. Besides, it seems 
natural that people have different opinions on everything. Based on this, we can assume that 
these observations have been valuable for the present research since they illustrated alternative 
opinions on the pedagogical value of social media that does not seem possible to find out in the 
earlier research.  
Another significant observation that educators share has to do with an assumption that 
students are proficient users of social media. Since it is common to define the young generation 
as “digital natives” (Prensky, 2001), we may think that students know very well how to use 
social media, sometimes even better than teachers. This is what has been mentioned in the 
previous research as well (Richardson, 2010; Sylvester & Greenidge, 2009). However, the results 
of data analysis showed that it is not always the case. Although some instructors mention that 
they have learned a lot about social media from students, it does not always mean indicate the 
high level of students’ proficiency in leveraging digital platforms. In fact, participants notice that 
sometimes students turn out to know just a little about social media even though they use these 
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platforms all the time. The most frequent observation in this context is that students often do not 
know how to deal with privacy settings and protect their identity. Although such cases seem to 
be rare, they still may challenge the assumption that students are always more proficient at the 
use of technologies than their teachers.   
In addition to everything mentioned above, I believe it is important to emphasize the 
practical value of the materials collected in this research study. As it was stated earlier, 
contemporary composition scholarship seems to lack research studies that would describe 
teachers’ experiences with social media both within and outside academia. Although some 
composition and social media scholars provide a reflection on their experiences in their articles, 
there is no study that would focus entirely on educators’ reflection about their practical 
experience with social media. Importantly, the conversations with research participants have 
affirmed the problem stated above. Despite the fact that scholars have access to a variety of 
pedagogical sources, some educators mentioned that it is difficult for them to find material about 
the practical use of social media in composition classrooms since most of the sources are quite 
theoretical (P1; P2). Even though most participants did not report encountering the same 
challenge, it still seems fair to assume that there might be not enough resources that 
compositionists can use to explore the examples of practical use of social media and learn from 
the mistakes or/and achievements of their colleagues. Therefore, we might suggest that one of 
the main implications of the present research study is practical knowledge shared by participants 
that other composition instructors might consider when incorporating new technologies in their 
classes.   
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As we continue speaking about implications, there is one more significant remark that is 
worth mentioning in the Discussion. The remark was made by P2, who emphasized the 
importance of having pedagogical networks and suggested that the present study “might make an 
argument that [compositionists] need more networks to share ideas [with each other]”. 
Considering how often, in total, participants mentioned the value of communication they have 
with their colleagues, it seems reasonable to make such an argument. Indeed, it is important to 
provide educators with space and resources that will enable them to continue the dialogue with 
each other, share their stories, and exchange ideas. Schubert and Ayers (1999) state, “The power 
to effect connections among the diversity of experiences and influences that mark all teachers’ 
work is part of the potential of teacher lore, and the sharing of those connections requires that 
teachers’ spaces be honored and cultivated” (p. 22). Given everything stated above, one of the 
main implications of the present research study is a contribution to the connecting spaces where 
educators can learn about each other’s experiences and reflect on their own teaching practices as 
well. 
Finally, some participants of the study mentioned that interview questions helped them 
reflect on their teaching practices and approaches related to the use of digital technologies in the 
classroom that, obviously, might be considered a beneficial experience. Such feedback also 
affirms the value of self-reflection as an integral part of the teaching experience. Speaking about 
the composition field, Palmeri (2012) “encourage[s] teachers to look to the past (as well as to the 
future) [to] design unique, multimodal pedagogies in their own local contexts” (p. 19). In this 
regard, not only this research provided an opportunity for participants’ reflection, but it also 
accentuated its significance for other specialists in the field of composition.  
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Given the value of the present study, it has a few limitations. First, the size of the 
research sample has been relatively small and has not allowed generalizing information about the 
pedagogical tendencies related to the use of social media in the classroom, as well as information 
about experiences in learning about social media. At the same time, the choice of a small sample 
–eight people – has been justified since it allowed me to thoroughly analyze each narrative and, 
therefore, obtain valid and accurate results. Besides, the interview script included seventeen 
open-ended questions for each participant, which provided much material for analysis. Given 
this, recruiting more participants might have had a negative impact on the quality of the 
interpretation of the results, considering the limitations in time. Another limitation of this study 
has been self-reported data that may contain bias. Among human factors that may have 
influenced the accuracy of the collected data, there is a selective memory of participants and a 
probability of misrepresentation of certain events.  
Recruitment of participants, data collection, and interpretation process had a few 
limitations as well. First, the process of recruitment took much more time than was expected 
because my social media posts about the research were not enough to find participants. In fact, 
just one participant reached out to me via social media, and the rest of them were found through 
cold emailing. Second, during interviews, occasional glitches and/or unstable Internet 
connections occurred, which would interrupt either participants or me. Third, captions in the 
Zoom software did not always transcribe the speech accurately, which caused further confusion 
when it came to the data analysis. While reviewing each script, I listened to audio recordings to 
revise everything that was incorrectly transcribed. When listening to the recording was not 
enough to recognize certain parts (such as names of scholars that participants mentioned, book 
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titles, useful websites, etc.), I emailed participants asking them to clarify particular pieces of 
information. Overall, the aforementioned issues did not significantly affect the results of data 







Chapter Five: Conclusion 
As a graduate student in the Rhetoric and Writing program, I had a chance to appreciate 
the value of social media activities in the classes that I have taken at St. Cloud State University – 
Social Media for Professional Communication and Digital Rhetoric. Not only did these classes 
make me reconsider the way I write and use social media, but they also sparked the interest in 
learning more about digital technologies in the classroom. In particular, I was curious to find out 
what was going on behind the classroom stage and what does it take for educators to incorporate 
social media into the curriculum. Working on this research study helped me look behind the 
curtain and explore how composition instructors were learning about social media by 
themselves. Besides, when I was interviewing participants, I could not help but reflect on my 
own experience with social media as well. Just like some of the students that participants 
mentioned, I remember being a little bit resistant to do social media in the beginning, especially 
the ones where I had to produce content on public pages. Once I experienced that, I eventually 
learned to take a risk and focus on what I do on social media and how I do it. Thus, I was 
interested to see not only how educators addressed students’ challenges related to social media, 
but what kind of challenges they had themselves.  
One of the main takeaways that I had from our conversations with participants was the 
fact that curiosity and the willingness to take risks are always the keys to the successful 
implementation of innovative approaches in the classroom. More than once scholars mentioned 
that they were using the method of trial and error, both in their personal use of social media and 
in the classroom. What I noticed in each conversation is that all educators have been driven by a 
strong interest in digital technologies and multimodality that they fostered from the time they 
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were students by themselves. Bringing that interest into the teaching practice lets them develop 
unique approaches and methods to help students look at their writing from a different 
perspective. Despite the fact that scholars might occasionally encounter opinions that did not 
support their innovative ideas, their resilience and a desire to advance their practices let them 
succeed in what they were doing.  
Another thing that compositionists’ narratives helped me to affirm is how much 
collaboration matters in the process of creating innovative pedagogical approaches. Personally, I 
found it inspiring to know that educators are open to exchange their ideas with each other, no 
matter what the medium of communication is. The fact that most participants utilize social media 
as a space for connecting with the specialists in the field and developing their pedagogical ideas 
tells a lot about their attitudes to collaboration and sharing of knowledge. Speaking further, it 
was also crucial to reinforce the value of conversations with colleagues, friends, and family 
which sometimes might be underestimated. Conversations with participants proved the 
importance of these informal conversations and showed that scholarly works are by no means the 
only source that educators can use to come up with innovative ideas for the classroom.  
After analyzing each story and presenting them all in this research, I think it would be 
fair to assume that stories like these can benefit other composition instructors as well, especially 
those who are interested in applying new technologies in their classes. Speaking generally, 
learning about someone’s experience can be helpful and inspiring, whether we learn from 
people’s achievements or mistakes. However, to be more specific, there are a few things that 
educators might take into consideration after reading the presented stories.  
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First, the narratives demonstrate the pedagogical value of social media platforms and 
describe examples of social media-based activities that other composition instructors might try in 
their own classes as well. In addition, research participants also described how students might 
perceive their instructors’ innovative ideas, which can potentially help minimize learners’ 
resistance and address the challenges that they might encounter during their classes. Even though 
it is not possible to define any approach as adaptable to all kinds of programs and audiences, it is 
possible to evaluate which of the presented methods might fit into the classroom and help 
students achieve better results.  
Second, participants’ stories have the potential to encourage other educators to try 
different things related to new technologies – social media in particular – and take risks 
sometimes. At some point, all participants admitted they had to take a risk and incorporate a 
social media activity that might either work out well for students or disappoint them. Notably, 
some participants seemed to take bigger risks than others, and eventually, they found out it was 
worth it. That might be one of the main takeaways that the reader can take from participants’ 
stories.  
Third, the narratives accentuate the importance of educators’ collaboration and sharing of 
knowledge, as I mentioned earlier in my interpretations. Whether we are speaking about 
composition studies in general or specifically about social media activities in composition 
classes, it is important to realize that oftentimes, the best ideas come from interaction with other 
people. That is why I believe that the biggest implication of the study is its potential to encourage 
educators to strengthen their networks and continue exchanging ideas,  
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In the end, it is important to note that the stories collected in this study do not cover all 
details of educators’ experiences with social media, which creates the need in conducting further 
research on the present topic. Generally speaking, it seems challenging to encapsulate years of 
someone’s teaching experience and put it all in one paper. In these regards, this study presents a 
general idea of what the process of inquiry about social media looked like for eight composition 
instructors. If we want to move further from general to in-depth descriptions of educators’ 
experiences, we should consider doing additional research that will allow us to find out about 
others’ perspectives on social media, its pedagogical value, and its implications. One of the 
recommendations for further research might be exploring a bigger sample of participants to 
distinguish specific patterns in their teaching and/or learning strategies. Another suggestion 
would be finding instructors who utilize platforms that have been mentioned less frequently than 
others in the present research – for example, TikTok and Snapchat. This might be quite 
challenging, but at the same time, it will let us explore different perspectives and approaches that 
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The Use of Social Media in the Classroom: Practice of Implementing Online Activities in 
Writing Classes 
 
Consent to Participate 
 
You are invited to participate in a research study about educators’ introspection on the 
use of social media in composition classes. The purpose of the study is to explore teachers’ 
experiences in using social media for professional purposes through collecting reflective 
narratives from participants. Anticipated benefits of this study for participants are associated 
with the contribution to present-day research on compositionists’ teaching practices and 
incorporation of new technologies in education. The results of the study might be also beneficial 
for the further advancement of composition classes at universities.  
 
  If you agree to be part of the research study, you will be asked to answer about 20 
questions related to the use of social media-based classroom activities that reflect your 
experience as a teacher and a learner. You will be invited to participate in an interview that will 
be conducted through the video-call in Zoom. Once you confirm your agreement to participate, 
the date and the time of the online meeting will be discussed. The list of interview questions was 
sent to you with the consent form, so you can review it. I will also ask you to fill out and submit 
a short pre-questionnaire that will provide me with essential information about your background 
experience. You will find it among the attachments to this email.  
 
Before, during, and after the Zoom meeting, you can make any comments regarding the 
interview process and ask any questions related to the research. During the interview, you may 
refuse to answer certain questions. After the completion of an online meeting, you will receive 
the script for your interview. You will be given an opportunity to review your transcript, make 
additions, request omissions, and/or have a final opportunity to withdraw your participation.   
 
 After the interview, you will not be required to take any further actions. However, until 
the completion of the study, you might receive additional questions from a principal investigator 
if the collected material needs clarification. In return, you are welcome to contact a principal 
investigator via email if you have any questions or suggestions related to the research.  
  
No potential risks or discomforts are anticipated in this study.  
  
The collected data will include the information about your prior knowledge of social 
media, the narrative describing how you learned about it, and the information about your 
teaching practices including the use of social media in composition classes. Your real name will 
not be disclosed in the study. Instead, you will be given a code name (for example, Participant-
1,2,3, etc.). Your responses will be linked to your code name. Please, note that in this study, 




Participating in this study is completely voluntary. Your decision whether or not to 
participate will not affect your current or future relations with St. Cloud State University or the 
researcher. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without penalty.  
 
If you have questions about this research study, you may contact a principal investigator 
Kseniia Maksimova (kmaksimova@go.stcloudstate.edu) or a course instructor Matthew Barton 
(mdbarton@stcoudstate.edu). Results of the study can be requested from the researcher and/or 
obtained from St. Cloud State University Repository (https://repository.stcloudstate.edu/).  
 
Your signature indicates that you are at least 18 years of age, you have read the 
information provided above, and you have consent to participate. 
 
 
                
























The Use of Social Media in the Classroom: Practice of Implementing Online Activities in 
Writing Classes 
 
1. How many years have you taught Composition?   
2. Do you also teach advanced, developmental, or some other form of composition? If so, 
please list them.  
3. Do you also teach graduate courses in composition?  
4. How often (frequently, rarely, or never) do you use social media for personal reasons?  
5. How often (frequently, rarely, or never) do you use social media for professional reasons 
other than teaching?  
6. How often (frequently, rarely, or never) do you use social media for teaching purposes?  
7. If yes, please, check all types of social media that you use(d) for composition courses:   
 
o Facebook   
o Twitter   
o Instagram   
o Snapchat   
o TikTok   
o YouTube   
o Blogs (WordPress/Blogger)  
 
o Reddit  
o Messengers (WhatsApp, Viber, 
Telegram, WeChat)   
o LinkedIn  
o Pinterest  









Background / Prior knowledge   
 
1. What are your primary research interests within composition?   
2. What were your first impressions of social media?  
3. How would you describe your history with social media? Would you say you were 
initially enthusiastic, skeptical, or something else?  
4. How did you learn to use social media?   
5. How comfortable are you using social media for both personal and professional reasons?  
6. Have you ever presented, hosted a workshop, or published on the topic of social media?   




1. What social media platforms do you use in your curriculum? Why and how do you use 
them? How often do you use social media in your courses?  
2. Please describe the first time you tried using social media in your composition course. What 
led you to try it? What would you do differently now if anything?  
3. Are there any social media in-class activities where students should use their phones? How 





4. Where do you get your ideas for social media activities? Are there particular books, articles, 
or videos you would recommend to other instructors?   What pedagogical resources do you find 
most helpful?  
5. How did/does your university support you in implementing your ideas in composition 
classes?   
6. What are the biggest challenges that students might encounter working on social media 
projects / doing the related assignments? Where exactly are students facing difficulties? What are 
some possibilities for addressing those?  
7. When you were learning about social media, do you think you had similar challenges to what 
students’ experiences? How did you address those?  
8. Do you think there are certain writing assignments where the use of social media is not 
appropriate or counter-productive? If yes, what are they? How did you find out what was 
productive and what was not?  
9. What has changed in terms of the course’s outcomes since you started using social media as a 
part of classroom activities? Going forward, is there something that you might want 
to change in your methodology?  
 
 
